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Trade Blocs: Economics and Politics

Preferential trade blocs are in vogue. Despite the successes

achieved in liberalizing trade by multilateral trade negoti-

ations sponsored by the World Trade Organization (WTO),

numerous countries have separately negotiated preferen-

tial trade treaties with one another. Representing a signif-

icant departure from the WTO’s central principle of non-

discrimination among member countries, preferential trade

blocs are now the subject of an intense academic and policy

debate. The first section of this book presents a rudimen-

tary and intuitive introduction to the economics of pref-

erential trade agreements. The following chapters present

the author’s theoretical and empirical research on a num-

ber of questions surrounding the issue of preferential trade

agreements, including the design of necessarily welfare-

improving trade blocs, the quantitative (econometric) evalu-

ation of the economic (welfare) impact of preferential trade

liberalization, and the impact of preferential trade agree-

ments and the multilateral trade system.
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� CHAPTER ONE �

Introduction and Overview

1.1 Objectives

P referential trade agreements (PTAs) are now in vogue.

Even as multilateral approaches to trade liberalization –

through negotiations organized by the Geneva-based multi-

lateral organization, the General Agreement on Tariffs and

Trade (GATT), and its more recent incarnation, the World

Trade Organization (WTO) − have made progress in re-

ducing international barriers to trade, various countries

have recently negotiated separate preferential trade treaties

with each other in the form of GATT-sanctioned Free Trade

Areas (FTAs) and Customs Unions (CUs). Among the more

prominent are the North American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA) and the MERCOSUR (the CU among the Argentine

Republic, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay).

� 1 �
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Although by no means historically exceptional, this wide-

spread implementation of PTAs does contrast strongly with

the recent history of international trade relations. After the

establishment in 1945 of the International Trade Organiza-

tion (the ur-GATT) as a multilateral forum for trade-policy

negotiations, few preferential treaties were initiated in the

early post-war period. The European Community (EC), es-

tablished subsequent to the 1957 Treaty of Rome, was a

nearly singular exception with few successful imitators.

Many observers have argued that GATT negotiations were

making such inroads on trade barriers during the early post-

war period that PTAs fell out of fashion. In the period 1945–

1975, trade barriers were reduced substantially through

several multilateral negotiation rounds, each involving a

growing number of member countries. This success has itself

been attributed to a fundamental principle of the GATT: non-

discrimination. Non-discrimination (as implied by the infe-

licitously labeled Most Favored Nation [MFN] clause of the

GATT) requires that import duties applied by a country shall

not depend on the partner from which an import originates.

When combined with the reciprocity usually demanded in

trade negotiations (where tariff reductions by one coun-

try are expected to be matched by tariff reductions by the

� 2 �
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partner countries), non-discrimination proved to be an ex-

traordinarily useful lever in opening the doors to free trade.

Non-discrimination obliges countries that reduce tariffs to

apply the reductions to imports from all member countries;

reciprocity, in turn, obliges those countries to provide

matching tariff reductions. Together, they generated increas-

ing momentum toward a complete dismantling of trade

barriers.

However, this success with multilateral negotiations did

not continue for long. The evident weaknesses of the GATT’s

dispute-settlement mechanisms, the exclusion of important

sectors of the economy (e.g., agriculture, textiles, and the in-

creasingly important services sector) from its ambit, and the

proliferation of new and more complex instruments of trade

protection (e.g., anti-dumping procedures) that enabled

countries to effectively sidestep GATT agreements led, by the

1980s, to numerous calls for the extension and reinforce-

ment of the system. A number of countries turned to bilat-

eral (i.e., preferential) arrangements. The GATT’s Uruguay

Round of trade negotiations, concluded in 1994, created the

WTO and the GATT itself (now expanded to finally include

agriculture and textiles, inter alia) was folded into the WTO’s

mandate. The Uruguay Round also gave the WTO two other

� 3 �
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agreements to oversee: the General Agreements on Trade

in Services (GATS) and the agreement on Trade Related

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). Important changes to

strengthen the dispute-settlement process and to make it

more efficient were implemented. However, the interest in

PTAs did not wane; several dozen additional agreements

were signed in the 1990s and several more are now under

consideration.

This renewed tendency toward preferential trading has

led to a parallel revival of academic and policy interest in

the desirability of such agreements. Although even seasoned

analysts in the popular press and in policy circles have mis-

takenly equated free-trade agreements with free trade, it is

well understood by specialists, at least since the classic anal-

ysis of Viner (1950), that, in contrast to the more popular

notion that freer trade is economically improving (“welfare-

improving” in academic parlance), discriminatory liberal-

ization may in fact be economically worsening (“welfare-

reducing”) for the liberalizing country. These theoretical

possibilities make the economics of PTAs unusually complex

and interesting. In recent discussions on PTAs, the question

of the welfare impact of PTAs has been revisited and reexam-

ined in a number of different ways. Several new issues have

been raised and addressed as well, including the following:

� 4 �
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� How can welfare-improving PTAs that eliminate the pos-

sibility of welfare loss for both member countries and

non-members be designed? How do the political desires of

governments (e.g., to shield workers in particular indus-

trial sectors or maintain the level of output in others) in-

terfere with the problem of designing welfare-improving

PTAs?
� Which types of PTAs are most likely to result in wel-

fare improvement? In the face of the possibility of wel-

fare reduction with preferential trading, the question has

arisen as to whether we can identify any country char-

acteristics that make economic improvement rather than

worsening the likelier outcome. Following the analysis of

Viner (1950), a number of prominent analysts attempted

in the early 1960s to theoretically identify country char-

acteristics that would render unlikely adverse outcomes.

Nevertheless, much of the early research on this topic

(notably Meade [1955], Lipsey [1958, 1960], Johnson

[1962], and a later synthesis by McMillan and McCann

[1980]) yielded results that were generally considered

mostly taxonomic and of limited practical applicability

and operational significance. In this context, a number

of influential analysts (e.g., Wonnacott and Lutz [1987],

Krugman [1991], and Summers [1991]) have suggested

� 5 �
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a criterion that is remarkably simple and whose imple-

mentation would perhaps only require the most readily

available data: geographic proximity. They have argued

that we should encourage PTAs between geographically

proximate countries over PTAs with distant ones because

the former are more likely to avoid the adverse possibility

of welfare reduction and to lead to a larger improvement

in welfare. Preferential trade between the geographically

proximate has thus been argued to be “natural.” But, do

regional (i.e., geographically proximate) countries indeed

make for “natural” trading partners in the context of pref-

erential trading? Or is there no basis for “regionalism” in

preferential trade?
� What is the impact of bilateral agreements between coun-

tries on the multilateral trading system? The recent aca-

demic literature has been substantially concerned with

the issue of the impact of PTAs on the multilateral sys-

tem symbolized by the GATT/WTO. This is because pref-

erential trade treaties, although sanctioned by the GATT

(under Article XXIV), stand as an exception to the GATT’s

own fundamental principle of non-discrimination, thus

raising the question of whether such discriminatory ar-

rangements undermine the multilateral framework under

which so much success had been achieved in liberalizing

� 6 �
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trade. What are the incentives faced by member countries

in a PTA for further multi-lateral liberalization? Are trade

blocs, indeed, stepping stones toward multilateral free

trade? Or will they instead inhibit multilateral progress?

This monograph presents results from my research on a

number of these issues and places them in the context of

ongoing discussions on these topics.1

1.2 Outline and Summary of Major Results

The book is organized as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the basic

economics of PTAs. This treatment is intended to provide a

rudimentary and intuitive background to the issues that this

book addresses and is aimed at readers without any previous

exposure to the analytics of PTAs. In particular, the central

idea regarding the possibility of welfare reduction with PTAs

is developed in detail. This provides an intuitive foundation

for the analysis that follows in subsequent chapters.

Chapter 3 discusses the design of welfare-improving PTAs

that ensure gains for member countries without negatively

impacting outsiders. We introduce first the classic analysis

1 See Bhagwati (1993), Panagariya (2000) and Schiff and Winters
(2003) for survey discussions.

� 7 �
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of Kemp and Wan (1976), which provided an extraordi-

narily simple theoretical solution to this problem for the

case of CUs. Then, after discussing the problems inherent

in extending the Kemp–Wan solution to the case of the

more popular type of PTA − the free trade agreement (in

which countries retain their right to independent external

tariff policies) − the recent result of Panagariya and Krishna

(2002), which nevertheless develops a welfare-improving

FTA solution analogous to that of Kemp and Wan (1976),

is described in detail. The design of welfare-improving PTAs

in the presence of additional “non-economic” constraints,

which draws on the work of Krishna and Bhagwati (1997),

is also described. Finally, practical and institutional issues

that arise in the implementation of such necessarily welfare-

improving PTAs are discussed.

Chapter 4 describes the analysis of Krishna (2003a) of

the putative role of geography in preferential trade. It starts

by discussing the arguments made by Krugman (1991) and

others in support of regionalism in preferential trade. Then,

a simple theoretical framework is developed that serves as

a platform for empirical investigation of this issue. Specif-

ically, expressions for the welfare change that would re-

sult when one country preferentially reduces tariffs against

any partner are derived and the parameters that need to be

� 8 �
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estimated to assess welfare change with preferential tariff

reduction are identified. A strategy to investigate the merits

of a policy of regionalism is then discussed. This involves

the use of trade data of a country to estimate the relevant

parameters and obtain assessments of the potential welfare

effects that would result from preferential reduction in tar-

iffs by that country on imports from various geographically

dispersed potential partner countries, and to then examine

correlations between these estimates of the overall welfare

effects with the distance of the partner countries from the

home country. The econometric methodology is described in

detail. Finally, Chapter 4 presents empirical results obtained

using data on trade flows from the United States. The find-

ings, however, are in the negative. Distance is not found to

be significantly related to welfare change with preferential

trade reduction.

Chapter 5 departs from the “static” analysis of PTAs and

moves on instead to what Bhagwati (1993) has called the

“dynamic” or “time-path” question where, instead of sin-

gle or one-step arrangements, the successive expansion of

existing PTAs to include ever more countries is consid-

ered. Are there incentives for FTAs to keep expanding with

more members so as to move toward multilateral free trade

eventually, or will there be incentives instead to keep new

� 9 �
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members out? This question regarding the potential inter-

action between bilateralism and multilateralism has been a

dominant issue in the recent revival of interest in PTAs, with

one popular contention being that PTAs offered a faster way

to global free trade than did multilateral approaches. The re-

sults of Krishna (1998) − which argue that PTAs reduce the

incentives for multilateral liberalization, sometimes render-

ing infeasible previously feasible movements to global free

trade − are developed and discussed along with other recent

contributions in this area.

� 10 �
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� CHAPTER TWO �

The Economics of
Preferential Trade Areas

A cornerstone of the Geneva-based multilateral organi-

zation, the GATT, and its more recent incarnation, the

WTO, is the principle of non-discrimination: Member coun-

tries may not discriminate against goods entering their bor-

ders based on the country of origin. However, in a nearly

singular exception to its own central prescript, the WTO does

permit its members to enter into PTAs, provided these pref-

erences are complete − thereby sanctioning the formation

of FTAs, whose members are obligated to eliminate inter-

nal import barriers, and CUs, whose members additionally

agree on a common external tariff against imports from non-

members.1 Such PTAs are now in vogue. Even as multilateral

1 More specifically, FTAs and CUs may be formed under Article XXIV
of the GATT, which permits PTAs provided that trade barriers be-
tween members are eliminated on substantially all trade (i.e., the

� 11 �
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approaches to trade liberalization − through negotiations or-

ganized by the GATT/WTO − have made substantial progress

in reducing international barriers to trade, various coun-

tries have negotiated separate preferential trade treaties with

each other in the form of GATT/WTO–sanctioned PTAs.

Among the more prominent PTAs currently in existence are

NAFTA, the European Economic Community (EEC), and the

MERCOSUR (i.e., the CU between the Argentine Republic,

Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay).2

That a country entering an FTA (where it eliminates tar-

iffs against select partners) is doing something distinct from

free trade as such (where it eliminates tariffs against all im-

ports regardless of country of origin) should be easy to see.

What this implies for the liberalizing country is a little more

preferences are complete). Additional exceptions to the GATT’s prin-
ciple of non-discrimination include the Enabling Clause, which per-
mits developing countries to grant to each other whatever pref-
erences to which they may agree, and the Generalized System of
Preferences, which allows developed countries to grant preferential
access to developing countries. Both Article XXIV and the Enabling
Clause are discussed in Appendix 2.1.

2 It is perhaps worth pointing out that NAFTA and the EEC were
formed under Article XXIV of the GATT and that MERCOSUR, on
the other hand, was formed under the Enabling Clause referred to
previously. A complete list of PTAs reported to the GATT to date is
provided in Appendix 2.2.

� 12 �
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difficult to understand. Even a good half-century after the

economic implications of FTAs were first articulated by Viner

(1950), the differences between FTAs and free trade remain

a nuance that most policy analysts (and, occasionally, distin-

guished economists) appear to miss. So, how is the econo-

mics of free trade agreement different from that of free

trade? And what does this distinction imply for the conduct

of economic policy?

A thorough answer to these questions would require the

reader to take a deep plunge into the abstruse theoretical

world of the “second-best,” whose existence and complexi-

ties were, indeed, first discovered and developed by analysts

working on the economics of PTAs.3 Under the safe pre-

sumption that the enthusiasm for the mysteries of second-

best worlds on the part of most readers will not match our

own, we introduce the idea first in a rudimentary fash-

ion using the following “textbook” representation of Viner’s

3 Whereas elimination of all economic distortions can be shown to be
welfare-improving, a second-best situation is characterized by some
unremoved distortions in whose presence the elimination of some
other distortions may be welfare-decreasing. In the context of PTAs,
the eliminated distortions are the tariff barriers against PTA partners;
the unremoved distortions are the trade barriers against imports
from the rest of the world. See Lipsey and Lancaster (1957) for a clas-
sic treatment of second-best analysis, and Krishna and Panagariya
(2000) for a more recent generalization.
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analysis. Consider the case of three countries, A, B, and C,

where A is the “home” country. A produces a good and

trades it for imports from its partners B and C. Initially, im-

ports from B and C are subject to non-discriminatory trade

restrictions: tariffs against B and C are equal. Imagine now

that A eliminates its tariffs against B (as part of a free trade

agreement, say) while maintaining its tariffs against C. This

is a preferential tariff reduction as opposed to free trade be-

cause the latter would require that tariffs against C be re-

moved as well. It is tempting to think that this reduction of

tariffs against B is a step in the direction of free trade and,

therefore, that this ought to deliver to country A a propor-

tionate fraction of the benefits of complete free trade. How-

ever, Viner (1950) showed that this need not (and generally

would not) be the case. Indeed, whereas a complete move

toward free trade would be welfare-improving for country

A, Viner demonstrated that the tariff preference granted to

B through the free trade agreement could, in fact, worsen

A’s welfare.

2.1 Trade Creation and Trade Diversion

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 illustrate preferential tariff reform as

welfare-enhancing and welfare-worsening, respectively.

� 14 �
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Figure 2.1 Trade-Creating Tariff Preferences: Change in Welfare =
(3+4)

The y-axes denote price and the x-axes denote quantities.

MA denotes the import demand curve of country A. EB and

EC denote the price at which countries B and C are willing to

supply A’s demand; they represent the export supply curves

of B and C, respectively. In Figure 2.1, B is assumed to be a

more efficient supplier of A’s import than is C: EB is drawn

below EW , and its export price PB is less than C’s export price

PC . Let T denote the non-discriminatory per-unit tariff that

� 15 �
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Figure 2.2 Trade-Diverting Tariff Preferences: Change in Welfare =
(3−2)

is applied against B and C. This renders the tariff-inclusive

price to importers in A as PB + T and PC + T , respectively.

With this non-discriminatory tariff in place, imports initially

equal M0 and the good is entirely imported from B. Tariff rev-

enues in this initial situation equal the areas (1+2). When

tariffs against B are eliminated preferentially, imports rise

to MP T . Imports continue to come entirely from B (be-

cause the import price from B now, PB , is lower than the
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tariff-inclusive price of imports from C, PC + T ). The tariff

preferences granted to B simply increase the volume of im-

ports. This increase in the volume of trade with the country

whose exports were initially being purchased by A anyway

(i.e., with the more efficient producer) when tariffs against

it are preferentially reduced is referred to as “trade cre-

ation,” which can be shown here to be welfare-improving.

The increase in benefit to consumers (i.e., consumer

surplus) in A following the reduction in consumption prices

from PB + T to PB equals the areas (1+2+3+4). No tariff

revenue is now earned so the loss of tariff revenue equals

areas (1+2). The overall gain to A from this preferential tariff

reduction equals areas (1+2+3+4) − (1+2) = areas (3+4),

a positive number. Thus, the trade-creating tariff preference

is welfare-improving.

In demonstrating that the tariff preference considered is

welfare-improving for the home country, A, we assumed

that the partner that receives this tariff preference, B, is the

more efficient supplier of the good. Figure 2.2 reverses this

assumption, making C, the rest of the world, the more effi-

cient supplier of the good. EC is therefore drawn below EB .

Initial imports are M0. The tariff revenue collected is equal

to the areas (1+2). When tariffs are eliminated against B,

the less efficient partner, the tariff-inclusive price of imports
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from C is higher than the tariff-exclusive price from B (this

need not necessarily be the case; it is simply so as drawn).

This implies that all trade is now “diverted” away from C

to B. What is the welfare consequence of this trade diver-

sion? The increase in consumer surplus is equal to the areas

(1+3) because consumers now pay a price equal to PB for

this good. The loss in tariff revenue is (1+2). The overall

gain to A equals the area (3−2), which may or may not be

positive. Thus, a trade-diverting tariff preference may lead

to a welfare reduction.

The preceding examples illustrate well the central issues

emphasized in the academic literature on the welfare con-

sequences of preferential trading. PTAs that create trade in-

crease welfare; PTAs that divert trade may reduce welfare.

In more general contexts, with more than one commodity

imported, this idea may be extended and modified: Preferen-

tial tariff reduction on a basket of imports from a particular

partner country will result in some trade creation and some

trade diversion and, loosely speaking, the welfare of the lib-

eralizing country is lowered if trade creation is dominated by

trade diversion.4 Absent any further information regarding

4 It should be emphasized that we are only speaking in the loosest
terms here. A formal treatment of this “trade-off” is deferred until a
later chapter.
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the particulars of the economies being considered, the out-

come of preferential tariff reductions with regard to the wel-

fare of the liberalizing country is uncertain.

2.2 Revenue-Transfer Effects

Thus far, we have considered the case in which the home

country is small relative to both the partner country and

the rest of the world. In the Vinerian analysis illustrated in

Figures 2.1 and 2.2 − with the exportable from the partner

and the rest of the world being perfect substitutes − when

consumption is switched from the rest of the world to the

partner country, the partner country is assumed to be able

to satisfy all of the home country’s demand. What happens

if B is so small that after receiving the tariff preference from

A, it is unable to satisfy all of A’s demand for its importable?

This implies that A continues to import some amount from

the rest of the world C (which we assume for the moment

is so large that it is able to handle all of the changes in A’s

demand without letting this affect its supply price), even

after granting preferential access to B.

Here, it can be shown that the home country loses unam-

biguously, illustrated in the following example, provided by

Panagariya (2000). In Figure 2.3, the export supply curve of
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Figure 2.3 Revenue-Transfer Effects: Change in Welfare for Home =
−(1+2+3+4); Change in Welfare for Partner = (1+2+3); Change

in Welfare for Union = −(4)

country B is shown to be rising. The tariff-inclusive supply

curve faced by the home country is ET
B . Total consumption

of the importable initially is M0 and imports from B are MT
B .

A tariff preference in favor of B simply shifts the effective ex-

port supply curve to EB and the imports from B to MB . Total

imports stay at M0. The domestic price of the importable in

the home market in A is set by C (which continues to supply
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to A) and is the same as before (i.e., it stays at ET
C ). The out-

comes in this case are quite stark. Because consumption of

the importable continues to be at M0, there is no change

in consumer surplus in the home country. There is, how-

ever, a direct tariff revenue loss because no tariff revenue is

now earned on imports from the partner. The loss in tariff

revenue (which is equal to the overall loss to A) equals the

areas (1+2+3+4). In what can effectively be seen as a tar-

iff revenue transfer to B, a gain of areas (1+2+3) accrues

to B in the form of an increase in producer surplus. Thus,

preferential tariff liberalization leads to a loss in welfare for

the liberalizing country, a (smaller) gain in welfare for its

partner, and a net loss of area (4) to the CU as a whole.

In the context of an exchange in tariff preferences negoti-

ated under a PTA, once again we may expect that tariff rev-

enue losses to the home country in some sectors are made up

for by gains in other sectors in which the home country gets

preferential access to its partner’s markets. Who gains more

will depend on the extent of tariff preferences exchanged

and specific market circumstances (i.e., shapes of the supply

and demand curves). The outcome is uncertain.5

5 Also, we have not considered the possibility that there may be extra-
union terms of trade effects. As the analysis of Mundell (1964)
has shown, allowing for extra-union terms-of-trade effects may
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We have so far studied the economic implications and in-

come redistribution effects that follow a PTA between coun-

tries. The broadest message to retain from this discussion is

that welfare gains with preferential trading are highly am-

biguous. Member countries may gain or lose with a PTA.

Moreover, although we have not explicitly considered this

so far, it should be easy to see that the rest of the world

may lose as well if demand for their exports by the member

countries in the PTA drops sufficiently so as to lower their

world prices (i.e., worsen their terms of trade with respect to

the rest of the world). It is worth noting, however, that the

ambiguous welfare outcomes have resulted from trade pref-

erences that have taken quite specific forms. In particular,

we have analyzed tariff reductions in favor of the partner

while external tariffs against all outside countries are main-

tained at their initial levels. An important question relating

to institutional design can now be asked: By departing from

this particular structure of trade preferences, is it possible to

design PTAs in which welfare improvement for all countries

is guaranteed? It is to this topic that we turn next.

complicate matters further: the terms of trade of the tariff-reducing
country with respect to the rest of the world may rise or fall follow-
ing a preferential reduction in its tariffs against a particular partner.
On this point, see also the recent analysis of Panagariya (1997).
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Necessarily
Welfare-Improving

Preferential Trade Areas

I n the previous chapter, we developed in some detail the

basic economics of PTAs. In particular, we argued that

clear-cut answers with respect to the welfare impact of

the formation of trading blocs between nations can rarely

be obtained. A singular and important exception is the

well-known result relating to CUs, stated independently by

Kemp (1964) and Vanek (1965) and proved subsequently by

Ohyama (1972) and Kemp and Wan (1976): Starting from

a situation with an arbitrary structure of trade barriers, if

two or more countries freeze their net external trade vec-

tor with the rest of the world through a set of common

external tariffs and eliminate the barriers to internal trade

(implying the formation of a CU), the welfare of the CU as a

whole necessarily improves (weakly) and that of the rest of

the world does not fall. A Pareto-improving PTA may thus
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be achieved. The Kemp–Wan construction offers a way

to sidestep the complexities and ambiguities inherent in

the analysis of PTAs and it has, therefore, played an im-

portant role in shaping the way that economists think

about issues relating to the design and implementation

of PTAs.

This chapter first discusses in detail this classic solution to

the problem of designing welfare-improving CUs provided

by Kemp and Wan (1976). After discussing the problems

inherent in extending the Kemp–Wan solution to the case of

the more popular type of PTA – the free-trade agreement (in

which countries retain their right to independent external

tariff policies) – the recent contribution of Panagariya and

Krishna (2002), which nevertheless develops a welfare-

improving free-trade agreement solution, analogous to

that of Kemp and Wan (1976), is described. The design of

welfare-improving PTAs in the presence of additional “non-

economic” objectives, drawing on the work of Bhagwati

and Krishna (1996), is also discussed. Finally, practical and

institutional issues that arise in the implementation of such

necessarily welfare-improving PTAs are discussed.6

6 Much of the discussion on the topic of necessarily welfare-
improving PTAs that follows draws heavily from Panagariya and
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3.1 Customs Unions

The logic behind the design of the welfare-improving CU is

as follows: By fixing the combined, net extra-union trade

vector of member countries at its pre-union level, we can

guarantee non-members (i.e., the rest of the world) their

original level of welfare. Moreover, taking the extra-union

trade vector as an endowment, the joint welfare of the CU is

maximized by allowing free trade of goods internally (thus,

in economics parlance, equating the marginal rate of sub-

stitution and marginal rate of transformation for each pair

of commodities to each other and across all agents in the

CU). It should be easy to see that the PTA thus constructed

has a common internal price vector implying further a com-

mon external tariff; it is, therefore, a necessarily welfare-

improving CU.

A simple proof of the Kemp–Wan result demonstrating

the possibility of Pareto-improving CUs runs as follows.7 We

Krishna (2002), Krishna and Bhagwati (1997), and Krishna (2003).
Readers are referred to these papers for more comprehensive treat-
ments.

7 The formal proof outlined here on the design of welfare-improving
CU is borrowed from Panagariya and Krishna (2002) and is some-
what different from the one presented by Kemp and Wan – although,
as will be quite clear, the underlying logic remains entirely the same
as the one used by Kemp and Wan. As will also become clear from
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continue to consider our trading world with the home and

partner countries, A and B, and the rest of the world, W.

Using lower-case and upper-case letters to denote the home

and the partner country, respectively, we let e(.) and E(.) de-

note the standard expenditure functions, and r(.) and R(.)

the standard revenue functions. Consumer price vectors are

denoted by p and P and welfare levels by u and U. An ar-

bitrary structure of trade barriers may be assumed initially.

The Kemp–Wan CU assumes that the total trade vector be-

tween the member countries and the rest of the world, W,

is frozen; thus, the terms of trade with the rest of the world

are the same in the CU equilibrium as initially. We are inter-

ested in showing that the joint utility of the home and the

partner country is (weakly) greater in the CU equilibrium

we construct and that the welfare of the rest of the world is

the same as it is initially.

The income-expenditure inequality for the CU as a whole

in the post-CU equilibrium is:

e(p f , u f ) + E(P f , Uf ) = r(p f ) + R(P f ) + (
p f − P o

W

)
mo

+ (
P f − P o

W

)
Mo (1)

our discussion later, the Panagariya–Krishna framework allows a
relatively easy extension to the case of FTAs, whereas the Kemp–
Wan methodology does not.
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where the superscripts o and f denote the original equi-

librium and the final (i.e., post-CU) equilibria, respectively;

p f = P f is the common internal price vector with the CU;

mo and Mo are vectors of quantities imported by the home

and the partner country, respectively, from the rest of the

world (i.e., they do not include the initial imports from each

other) initially and (by construction) in the post-CU equi-

librium. We note that mo is defined to include any goods

from W that may have entered home through the partner

in the pre-CU equilibrium. That is, in fixing the external

import vector of a member, we include in it any goods that

may have been imported or exported indirectly through the

partner. A similar statement applies to Mo . Vector P o
W is the

world price vector in the post-FTA equilibrium, which co-

incides with the pre-CU equilibrium because we freeze the

joint external trade vector of the member countries with the

rest of the world at their pre-CU levels. By the definition of

the expenditure function, we have:

e(p f , uo) + E(P f , U o) ≤ p f do + P f Do (2)

where d and D denote domestic consumption. For the home

country, domestic demand (do) is satisfied by domestic pro-

duction (xo), imports from the rest of the world (mo), and

imports from the partner country (no). The same is true for
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the partner country. Using the fact that no = −No and that

P o
W(mo + Mo) = 0 given trade balance between the member

countries and the rest of the world, we have:

e(p f , uo) + E(P f , U o) ≤ p f xo + P f Xo

+ (
P f − P o

W

)
(mo + Mo) (3)

For the joint welfare of the member countries to be greater

in the CU equilibrium, it is sufficient that e(p f , u f ) +
E(P f , Uf ) ≥ e(p f , uo) + E(P f , U o). Note that (2) and (3)

imply that for this to be true, we need that

r(p f ) + R(P f ) ≥ p f xo + P f Xo (4)

which is trivially satisfied given the definition of the revenue

function (i.e., because at the new prices, pF and P f , domestic

producers can at least continue to produce their original

bundles and likely even do better). Thus, the joint welfare

of the home and partner country in the CU equilibrium is

greater than (or equal to) their initial level of welfare. Note

that the common external tariff of the CU is the difference

between the internal price vector P f = p f and the external

price vector P o
W . This completes the proof.8 The CU thus

8 Because it is only the joint welfare of the CU countries that is im-
proved by the formation of the CU, we need to rely on a system of
lump-sum internal payments here to guarantee that each member
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designed is a PTA in which non-members are just as well off

as before and the welfare of the member countries is jointly

higher (or at least no lower) than before.

3.1.1 Non-Economic Objectives
What if in the CU thus designed, member governments de-

sire to maintain certain economic variables (e.g., the level of

industrialization or factor employment in particular indus-

tries) at their pre-CU level? That a welfare-enhancing CU

that achieved such an industrialization objective could still

be designed was conjectured by Cooper and Massell (1965),

Johnson (1965), and Bhagwati (1968). In an extension of

the Kemp–Wan result, this was demonstrated formally by

Krishna and Bhagwati (1997), who showed that, indeed,

a wide variety of “non-economic” objectives could be ac-

commodated within the CU without diminishing its Pareto-

improving virtues. Thus, consider a situation where a mem-

ber government desires the output of a particular industry

in the CU equilibrium, say x f
i , to be the same as the out-

put of that industry in the pre-CU equilibrium, xo
i . From the

definition of the revenue function, we know that (4) still

country actually benefits from it. See, however, Grinols (1981), who
derives a suitable scheme of internal payments that does not have
this lump-sum feature and is based on pre-union observables.
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holds. Given the same resources as before, producers are

able to produce the same output in this industry as before

and perhaps increase the value of overall output (given the

new prices) by producing a different mix of goods in other

industries than before. Indeed, by the same logic, even if the

output constraint were imposed in all industries, (4) would

not be violated. The government constraint may thus be

satisfied while maintaining the (weakly) welfare-improving

properties of the CU. It should easy to see that, given that the

unconstrained outcome may be one where x f
i �= xo

i , satisfac-

tion of the output constraint in industry i will likely require

the use of a production tax or subsidy. That it is optimal to

use such a targeted subsidy to achieve the desired objective

within the Kemp–Wan CU, rather than through some other

policy such as a change in the Kemp–Wan external tariff, is

also demonstrated by Krishna and Bhagwati (1997).

As in Kemp and Wan (1976), consider a competitive

world trading system with any number of countries and

with no restrictions whatsoever on the initial tariffs of indi-

vidual countries. Let any subset of countries form a CU. To

see how aggregate gains for the member countries can be

achieved, we use the familiar Samuelson (1956) social in-

difference curves, which enable us to write a well-behaved

social-utility function. We allow for the use of lump-sum
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transfers between individuals in the member countries. This

allows us to neglect distributional issues between the mem-

ber countries and to assert that, as we move up to higher

social-indifference curves, Pareto-superior outcomes can be

achieved. The formulation of the problem closely parallels

that of Bhagwati and Srinivasan (1969).

Let i = 1.......n index goods and j = 1.......J index member

countries. Let the net import vector of the member countries

from the rest of the world be denoted as M = (M1........Mn),

where Mi would be positive if the i th good was a net import

from the rest of the world and negative if it was a net export.

Following the Kemp–Wan design, we freeze the net import

vector of the union at the pre-union level and maximize the

social-utility function,

U = U(C 1.........C n) (5)
subject to

C i =
∑

j

X j
i

(
L j

i , K j
i

)
+ Mi ∀ i (6)

∑
i

L j
i = L j ∀ j (7)

∑
i

K j
i = K j ∀ j (8)

Mi = M F
i ∀ i (9)

where Ci stands for aggregate availability of good i in the
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union and X j
i stands for production in country j of good

i using a factor combination of L j
i and K j

i , respectively. L j

and K j denote the total availability of these factors in coun-

try j . Although we only chose two factors of production, it

will become clear that the results generalize to any num-

ber of factors. Note that the vector M F = M = (M1....Mn) is

the pre-union net import vector and is fixed throughout the

analysis. This problem simply recasts the Kemp–Wan (1976)

problem in welfare-maximization terms. We can normalize

the pre-union foreign prices of all goods to unity. It is impor-

tant to note that we are not assuming a fixed foreign-price

vector. Because, as in Kemp–Wan (1976), we freeze the net

import vector at the pre-union level, trade at the same for-

eign prices will obtain after the CU is formed and the welfare

of the rest of the world is not reduced. Equation (6) is the

trade-balance condition; (7) and (8) are the resource con-

straints; and (9) fixes imports at the pre-union level.

To solve this problem, we now form the following

Lagrangean:

L = U −
(∑

i
λi

(
C i −

[∑
j

X j
i

(
L j

i , K j
i

)] + Mi

))

−
(∑

j
ω j

[∑
i

L j
i − L j

])
−

(∑
j
ρ j

[∑
i

K j
i − K j

])

−
(∑

i
ηi

(
Mi − M F

i

))
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Maximization of the Lagrangean subject to the stated tech-

nology, resource, and import constraints yields the necessary

conditions for a constrained optimum, as follows:

Ui = λi ∀ i (10)

λi = ηi ∀ i (11)

λi X j
i1 = ω j or L j

i = 0 ∀ i, j (12)

λi X j
i2 = ρ j or K j

i = 0 ∀ i, j (13)

Equation (10), along with (12) and (13), implies that, for an

interior solution, the marginal rate of substitution between

any two goods, say good 1 and good 2, in consumption as

well as production is the same value, λ1
λ2

. Also, from (12), we

know that λi > 0, ∀ i . We could conveniently choose λ1 = 1.

Finally, from (11), we then know that

1 = η1 (14)

implying that

λi/λ1 = ηi ∀ i (15)

That is, that the marginal rate of substitution in consumption

as well as production is different from the foreign-price ratio.

For instance, the marginal rate of substitution in consump-

tion as well as production between goods i and 1 is λi/λ1 = i ,
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whereas the foreign-price ratio is simply 1 (by construction).

This implies a tariff imposed against the rest of the world on

imports of good i . Note that, at an optimum, all other first-

order conditions are to be met. In other words, given the

import constraint, the second-best optimum is obtained by

the use of suitable tariffs on imports from the rest of the

world and with all other Paretian conditions being met. Be-

cause the optimal way to achieve the net import vector M F

is as described previously, we can conclude that any other

way of achieving M F can be (weakly) improved upon. Be-

cause M F was actually achieved pre-union, the pre-union

situation can be (weakly) improved upon by the removal of

all intra-union tariffs and by the use of a common external

tariff (as was implied by the solution to the maximization

problem). This is simply the Kemp–Wan (1976) result.

Now take a non-economic production objective into ac-

count. Thus, for instance, assume that each country j within

the CU wants the level of its production of good i to be main-

tained at the pre-union level. This would imply additional

constraints in the maximization exercise of the type

X j
i = X

j
i ∀ j (16)

where X
j
i is the pre-union level of production of good i in

country j . The inclusion of this additional constraint alters
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the first-order conditions corresponding to Lji and Kji . The

new first-order conditions are

(λi + δ)X j
i1 = ω j ∀ j (17)

and

(λi + δ)X j
i2 = ρ j ∀ j (18)

where δ is the multiplier attached to the new output objec-

tive. From (17) and (18), the marginal rates of substitution in

production between good i and all the other goods are differ-

ent from the corresponding marginal rates of substitution in

consumption between good i and the other goods, implying

that a production tax-cum-subsidy policy in each country is

optimal. Also from (17) and (18), the marginal rate of substi-

tution between L and K is the same in the production of the

good i as it is in the production of all other goods. Thus, there

is no factor subsidy involved (except in the trivial sense of an

equiproportionate subsidy on L and K used in the produc-

tion of good i – which, after all, is equivalent to a production

subsidy on good i). Importantly, all other Paretian condi-

tions should still be met for a constrained optimum, imply-

ing that the intra-union tariffs should be kept at zero. Any

other way of achieving X j
i =X

j
i can be (weakly) improved

upon. Because X j
i =X

j
i was actually achieved pre-union, the
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pre-union situation can be (weakly) improved upon and a

(weakly) Pareto-superior outcome can be achieved.

Equally, it follows that the feasible welfare level of this

CU would be even greater if the constraint X j
i = X

j
i was

weakened and rewritten as
∑

j X j
i = ∑

jX
j
i so that the con-

straint is only an aggregate union-wide constraint (as dis-

cussed originally in Cooper and Massell [1965]). This re-

sult can also be readily extended to other “non-economic”

constraints. A welfare-enhancing CU that does not harm

or benefit non-members can be formed even if each mem-

ber requires, for instance, that its manufacturing em-

ployment not fall. The supporting policy complementing

the common external tariff will then be an employment-

tax-cum subsidy (exactly as in Bhagwati and Srinivasan

[1969]).

3.2 Free Trade Areas

It should be straightforward to see that a demonstration re-

garding welfare-improving FTAs is substantially more com-

plex than that for CUs: In the case of an FTA, member-

specific tariff vectors imply that the domestic-price vectors

differ across member countries and the FTA generally fails to

equalize marginal rates of substitution across its members.
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This implies (in turn) that it is not possible to extend the

original Kemp–Wan methodology to directly cover FTAs.

3.2.1 Partial Equilibrium Analysis
We consider first the simplest model capable of capturing

the difference between the Kemp–Vanek–Ohyama–Wan CU

and our FTA construction. Call the potential CU members

Home and Foreign and the rest of the world ROW. Un-

less otherwise noted, lower-case letters are used to denote

variables associated with Home and upper-case letters for

those associated with Foreign. Assume that preferences are

quasi-linear with the marginal utility of consumption of the

numeraire good being constant. Also assume that the nu-

meraire good uses only labor, whereas non-numeraire goods

use labor and a sector-specific factor. These assumptions val-

idate the partial-equilibrium analysis on which we rely in

this chapter. Because we will be holding the prices in ROW

constant by freezing the quantities traded by it, we define

units of goods in such a manner that the prices in ROW are

all unity.

In Figure 3.1, we depict the demands by Home and For-

eign by dd and DD, respectively, for a non-numeraire good

that is not produced at home. Home levies a tariff at rate t o

and Foreign at rate T o > t o . Because the price in ROW is 1,
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the domestic price in Home settles at 1 + t o and in Foreign at

1 + T o . Home and Foreign consume and import quantities

oco and OC o , respectively.

Suppose now that Home and Foreign form a CU, holding

their joint imports at oco + OC o . This would require set-

ting the common external tariff at rate t c u(= T C U ), where

T o > t c u > t o and the joint demand by the member countries

at price 1 + t c u is oc1 + OC 1(= oco + OC o). The increase in

the price in Home lowers its welfare, whereas the decrease

in price in Foreign does the opposite. However, because

the marginal benefit of consumption is higher in Foreign in

the initial equilibrium, the shift in consumption from Home

to Foreign until the marginal benefits are equalized across

members leads to a net gain for the CU as a whole. Thus,

the CU improves the welfare of the CU and does not hurt

the outside world. The loss to Home is measured by trapez-

ium ghkv and the gain to Foreign by GHKV. But, because

kv = KV and hk = HK , the gain is necessarily bigger than

the loss. Moreover, holding the union-wide imports fixed,

the CU cannot improve on this equilibrium.

Suppose next that Home and Foreign form an FTA rather

than the CU, each fixing the external tariff such that its im-

ports are unchanged. Because the member countries do not

produce the good, the only way to achieve this outcome is
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to fix the external tariffs at the initial rate and adopt the

rules of origin (ROOs) whereby goods are not allowed to be

trans-shipped; that is, goods consumed in Foreign are not

permitted to be imported via Home at the lower tariff. Be-

cause there is no production of the good within the CU to

take advantage of duty-free movement of goods produced

inside the CU, under this arrangement, the outcome is the

same as under the nondiscriminatory tariff. The FTA neither

improves nor lowers welfare. Note that in this FTA equi-

librium, prices (of the imported good) are different in the

two partner countries – thereby creating the incentive to

import the good through the low-tariff country and simply

trans-ship it to the partner country by exploiting the free

access to the latter’s market. To prevent this type of trans-

shipment (which effectively undermines the effort to main-

tain different tariff rates across the two partner countries),

additional rules prohibiting such trans-shipment need to be

introduced. These are the ROOs. We proceed by simply as-

suming that ROOs that effectively prevent trans-shipment

of this type are in place and deferring a full discussion of

what form these ROOs must take until later.

Let us now modify this simple case to allow for in-

ternal production. This is shown in Figure 3.2, where ss

and SS represent the supply curves in Home and Foreign,
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respectively. As before, initially, each country levies a non-

discriminatory tariff so that internal prices are given by

1 + t o in Home and 1 + T o in Foreign. At 1 + t o , the quanti-

ties consumed, produced, and imported equal oxo , oc o , and

xoc o in Home. The corresponding quantities in Foreign are

OXo, OC o , and XoC o .

Suppose now that Home and Foreign form a CU, hold-

ing their joint imports fixed at xoc o + XoC o . This is accom-

plished by a common external tariff that lies between t o and

T o . Without demonstrating in Figure 3.2, we note that – as

before – taking the total union-wide imports as fixed, the

common external tariff maximizes the joint welfare of the

CU by equating the marginal benefit and marginal cost of

production with each other and across Home and Foreign.

Next, consider the formation of an FTA between Home

and Foreign. This requires fixing the imports of each coun-

try at their pre-FTA level. To show how this works, subtract

Home’s initial imports, xoc o , from its demand curve and ob-

tain dd as the residual demand that must be satisfied by

within-union sources of supply. Analogously, obtain DD by

subtracting XoC o from DD as the demand in Foreign that

must be satisfied by within-union sources of supply.

The key point to emphasize is that if imports are subject

to different tariff rates and the ROOs forbid the low-tariff
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member from importing goods from outside for duty-free

sales in the high-tariff country, the prices consumers pay in

the two countries will differ from each other. In particular,

they will be higher in the member with the higher tariff.

Suppose, as will be shown to be true in the example, the

post-FTA tariff that supports the pre-FTA imports is higher in

Foreign than Home. It follows that all within-union output

will be sold in Foreign. Conversely, if the post-FTA tariff hap-

pens to be higher in Home, all within-union output will be

sold in that country. Only if the post-union tariff happens to

be the same in the two countries – implying a coincidence of

the FTA and CU solutions in the good under consideration –

will the internal supply be sold in both countries.

In Figure 3.2, given the post-FTA tariff and hence that the

consumer price is higher in Foreign, no within-union output

is sold in Home. This means that the tariff in Home must be

set at t f such that 1 + t f represents the “reservation price.”

At this price, all demand in Home is satisfied by imports

while its entire supply is sold in Foreign.

In Foreign, the available internal supply is the horizontal

sum of ss and SS and is shown by the dotted line denoted

s + S. To clear the market, the internal price must be 1 + T f ,

the height of the point of intersection of DD and s + S.

Thus, we have T f as the tariff in Foreign under the FTA. The
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reader can verify that the joint welfare of the CU members,

as measured by the sum of their consumers’ and producers’

surpluses and tariff revenues, is higher at the FTA equilib-

rium than at the initial equilibrium.

The outcome in Figure 3.2 shows that the tariff rates that

support country-specific pre-FTA imports in Home and For-

eign are strictly different. This feature results from the fact

that even after the entire within-union supply is diverted to

Foreign, at 1 + t f , it falls short of the demand for within-

union output. If within-union supply is sufficiently large to

rule this out, ex post, the outcome will coincide with the CU

outcome.

For example, suppose we shift ss horizontally to the right

and SS horizontally to the left, holding the initial tariff rates

and total union-wide supply at each price constant. This will

shift dd to the right and DD to the left. Eventually, the hori-

zontal line from 1 + t f will come to pass through the inter-

section of s + S and DD. At this configuration of demands,

supplies, and initial tariffs, the FTA solution will just coincide

with the CU solution in the good under consideration. As we

continue to rotate ss clockwise and SS counterclockwise, the

CU solution will continue to obtain with the internal supply

sold in both CU members.
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In Figure 3.2, holding the initial tariff rates and demands

constant, if we rotate ss counterclockwise and SS clockwise,

dd shifts to the left and DD to the right. In this case, t f and T f

move in opposite directions. Thus, ceteris paribus, the lower

the tariff in the country with smaller supply, the more likely

that the outcome will be a strict FTA. And, conversely, the

higher the tariff in the country with lower supply, the more

likely that the outcome will coincide with the CU.

We conclude by noting a key point that will be important

for proving our general result in the next subsection. For

some products, the FTA solution may coincide with the CU

solution. When it does not, a single producer price never-

theless rules within the CU, and it equals the consumer price

in the member country with the higher tariff.

3.2.2 Proof in the General Case
To begin, we consider economies with only final goods. In-

termediate inputs are added to the model in the next sub-

section. The proof in this case turns out to be surprisingly

simple. The maintained assumption throughout is that in

the event of differences in final prices between FTA partners

on external imports, ROOs that effectively prevent trans-

shipment of goods from low-tariff to high-tariff countries
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are in place. We defer our discussion of what form these

ROOs may take until later.

We continue to denote Home variables by lower-

case letters and Foreign variables by upper-case letters.

Occasionally, we need to use the price vector in the ROW.

We denote it by an upper-case letter with subscript W. A

superscript 0 is used to identify the values of the variables

in the initial pre-FTA equilibrium and a superscript f in the

post-FTA equilibrium. If the pre- and post-FTA values of a

variable happen to coincide, we use superscript 0.

The expenditure and revenue functions in Home and For-

eign are again denoted as e(.) and E(.) and r(.) and R(.), re-

spectively. The consumer price vectors are denoted p and

P and welfare levels u and U . We assume that the util-

ity of Foreign in the post-FTA equilibrium is held fixed at

its pre-FTA level through a lump-sum transfer from Home.

The transfer may turn out to be positive or negative. Under

this assumption, weak superiority of the FTA is established,

provided

e(p f , u f ) ≥ e(p f , uo) (19)

The income-expenditure inequality for the CU as a whole

in the post-FTA equilibrium implies
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e(p f , u f ) + E(P f , U f )

= r(q f ) + R(q f ) + (
p f − P o

W

)
mo + (

P f − P o
W

)
Mo (20)

where mo and Mo are vectors of quantities imported by

Home and Foreign, respectively, from the ROW (i.e., not

including the imports from each other) in the post-FTA equi-

librium, which are the same as in the pre-FTA equilibrium.

(Recall that, in the post-FTA equilibrium, we are fixing each

country’s import vector from the ROW at its pre-FTA level.)

We note that mo is defined to include any goods that may

have entered Home through Foreign in the pre-FTA equi-

librium. That is, in fixing the external import vector of a

member, we include in it any goods that may have imported

or exported indirectly through the partner. A similar state-

ment applies to Mo . Vector P o
W is the world price vector in

the post-FTA equilibrium, which coincides with the pre-FTA

equilibrium because we freeze the external trade vectors of

both Home and Foreign at their pre-FTA levels. Vector qf

is the producer-price vector in the post-FTA equilibrium,

which is the same in Home and Foreign.

Recall that the essential difference between CUs and FTAs

relates to the non-equalization of prices within the FTA. Also

note that this non-equalization of prices inside the FTA ap-

plies only to consumer prices. Producer prices are equalized
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because producers of goods within the FTA are free to sell

goods in either country. Using the subscript c to denote con-

sumers, we let p f
c and P f

c denote consumer prices in the

home and the partner country and continue to let p f and P f

denote producer prices in the home and the partner country.

Goods can now be divided into three sets, denoted as α, β,

and γ . In set α, we place goods for which the consumer price

in the home country exceeds that in the partner (p f
c > P f

c ).

For these goods, all within-FTA output is sold in the home

country so that the FTA-wide producer price coincides with

the consumer price at home (so that p f = P f = p f
c ). In set β,

we include goods for which the consumer price in the part-

ner exceeds that in home (p f
c < P f

c ). In this case, the FTA-

wide producer price coincides with the consumer price in

the partner (so that p f = P f = P f
c ). Finally, in set γ , we

have goods for which consumer and producer prices coin-

cide FTA-wide (i.e., p f = P f = P f
c = P f

c ).

As noted previously, the Panagariya–Krishna FTA freezes

the external-trade vector of the FTA members country by

country. Free internal trade is assumed. Focusing on a world

with just final goods and following exactly the same logic as

that used to arrive at equation (4) for CUs, it is easy to show

that the joint welfare of the FTA members is higher in the
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FTA equilibrium if

p f xo + P f Xo ≥ p f
c xo + P f

c Xo + (
p f

c − P f
c

)
no (21)

From the classification of goods into α, β, and γ goods

and the previous discussion, we know that p f = P f =
p f

c for all α goods, p f = P f = P f
c for all β goods, and

p f = P f = P f
c = p f

c for all γ goods. This, in turn, implies

that for (21) to be satisfied, we need that

[(
p f

c − P f
c

)
(Xo + No)

]
α

+ [(
P f

c − p f
c

)
(xo + no)

]
β

≥ 0 (22)

From the earlier discussion regarding prices and the fact

that domestic output in each member country is at least

as large as its exports to its partner, it should be clear that

all the terms in parentheses are greater than (or equal

to) zero. The member countries in the FTA have (weakly)

greater welfare than before; the rest of the world is no

worse off than before. Thus, the FTA is necessarily welfare-

improving overall. This completes the proof. An FTA de-

signed along the lines of the Kemp–Wan CU is, indeed,

necessarily welfare-improving (weakly) for the member

countries and does not lower the welfare of the rest of the

world.
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3.2.3 Intermediate Inputs
This proof is extended readily to incorporate intermediate

inputs. The first few steps should be sufficient to see how

the extension works. Because intermediate inputs do not

enter the utility function and, hence, the expenditure func-

tion, holding the utility of Foreign fixed through a lump-sum

transfer at the pre-FTA level, Condition (19) continues to be

necessary and sufficient for the FTA to weakly improve the

joint welfare of the CU.

The main new issue that the presence of intermediate

inputs raises is that of the ROOs. We impose the same rules

of origin as in the previous subsection: both the final and

intermediate inputs can move free of duty within the CU,

provided they are produced internally. In the case of final

goods, it does not matter whether the inputs used in it are

imported or produced internally. As detailed in Chapter 5,

irrespective of the proportion of internal value added, they

must receive the duty-free treatment if the final stage of

production takes place within the CU.

The buyers as well as sellers of intermediate inputs are

firms. For reasons similar to those discussed in the previ-

ous subsection, the buyer prices can differ between the CU

members, whereas the seller or producer price is the same.

We now use a subscript I to distinguish inputs from outputs.
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Thus, we denote by pI the vector of buyer prices and qI the

vector of seller prices of inputs in Home. We can then write

the revenue function, representing the maximized value of

output of final and intermediate inputs, net of inputs used

up, as r(q, pI , qI ). The partial derivatives of r(.) with re-

spect to buyer prices of inputs, pI , give the negative of the

demand for inputs, and those with respect to seller prices,

qI , give the supplies of the inputs in Home. As before, partial

derivatives of r(.) with respect to q give the outputs of final

goods. Analogous notation applies to Foreign with upper-

case letters replacing the lower-case letters everywhere, but

with subscript I remaining unchanged. We can now replace

equation (20) by

e
(

p f , u f
) + E(P f , U f )

= r
(
q f , p f

I , q f
I

) + R
(
q f , P f

I , q f
I

)

+ (
p f − P o

W

)
mo + (

P f − P o
W

)
Mo + (

p f
I − P o

I W

)
mo

I

+ (
P f

I − P o
I W

)
Mo

I

where P o
I W denotes the vector of input prices in the ROW

and mo
I and Mo

I the vectors of inputs imported by Home and

Foreign, respectively, from it. Note that the balance-of-trade

condition of the ROW is now represented by P o
W(m0 + Mo) +

P o
I W(mo

I + Mo
I ) = 0. Note also that the revenue function for
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Home is r(q, pI , qI ) = max .q.x + qI .xI − pI .dI , where xI is

the output vector and dI the demand vector of inputs in

Home and that an analogous relationship holds for Foreign.

These relationships, as well as the fact that the total input

demand in, say, Home must be satisfied by domestic output,

imports from the partner, or imports from the ROW (i.e., that

do
I = xo

I + no
I + mo

I , where no
I is the vector of inputs imported

by Home from Foreign), gives us

[
q f xo + q f Xo

] + [
q f

I xo
I + q f

I Xo
I

]

≥ [
p f xo + P f Xo

] + [
p f

I xo
I + P f

I Xo
I

]

+ (p f − P f )no + (
p f

I − P f
I

)
no

I (23)

which is similar to (21) and is proved to be true using iden-

tical logic as before.

3.2.4 Rules of Origin Necessary to Prevent
Trans-Shipment

In proving the existence of welfare-improving FTAs, we

have assumed so far that we use ROOs to prevent trans-

shipment of imports. This implies that goods imported by

the low-tariff member are not permitted to cross over

to the high-tariff member country duty-free unless they

have undergone some transformation. Thus, duty-free ac-

cess necessarily applies to goods produced wholly within the
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CU. Additionally, the goods containing foreign intermediate

components are given duty-free status, provided the inter-

mediates have undergone some transformation. Imported

goods, whether intermediate or final, may not be trans-

shipped in their original form.

In and of itself, this requirement may be seen as being

somewhat incomplete for the following reason: In the FTA

equilibrium that obtains, consumer prices differ across mem-

ber countries (or else the FTA is, in fact, just a CU). Given the

differing consumer prices across countries, agents have the

incentive to import a given product through the low-tariff

country, repackage and, thus, transform it into a trivially

different good, availing themselves of the duty-free status

in the higher-tariff partner country. This unrestrained trans-

shipment would render the FTA arbitrarily close to a CU.

To avoid this possibility, we need to elaborate on the ROO

necessary to support the FTA, keeping in mind that the

proposed rule does not interfere with the equilibrium out-

comes for welfare improvement described previously. We

first describe the precise ROO required within our theoreti-

cal model and then discuss its practical counterpart.

Rule of Origin. A good wholly produced within the CU

is given duty-free access to all countries within the CU.
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Alternatively, if the good contains imported intermediates,

it is allowed duty-free access, provided it differs from any

of the intermediates it contains and is a good that existed

prior to the formation of the FTA. Thus, it is also required

that any new good (i.e., goods not existing in the pre-FTA

equilibrium) be given duty-free access to CU countries only

if it is wholly produced within the CU.

To explain how this ROO works (without interfering with

the welfare-improving equilibrium outcome described in

the proof), suppose there are 100 final and intermediate

products in the pre-FTA equilibrium, which are denoted 1,

2, . . . , 100. Now consider a product crossing the intra-union

border. The importer must first declare whether the product

corresponds to one of these 100 products. If yes, the importer

identifies the classification number of the product – for ex-

ample, 80 – and the classification number of components

imported from outside the CU. If these are all different from

80, the product enters duty-free. If one or more of them

coincide with 80, duty-free status is not given.

Such an ROO, then, takes away the incentive for the im-

porter to repackage 80 as a different product. If declared as

a new product different from product 80, duty-free status

is denied. If declared as product 80, that the components
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coincide with the product breaches the transformation rule,

and duty-free status is again denied.

Thus, our rule ensures that there is no trans-shipment

of imports from the low-tariff member to the high-tariff

member without imposing any new constraints on the prob-

lem. It is important to note that the rule prohibiting the

trans-shipment of products (product 80 in the example)

does not imply a more restrictive environment than in the

pre-FTA equilibrium. Any trans-shipment that existed in the

pre-FTA equilibrium continues to reach the country of its fi-

nal destination; only they now come directly to that country

because the external-trade vector of each member includes

not only the imports it received directly from the rest of the

world, but also those it receives through the partner in the

form of trans-shipments. Therefore, the ROO fully preserves

the proof.

Thus, it has been shown that there exists a (theoretical)

ROO capable of supporting the FTA equilibrium identified.

We can now ask how this rule can be applied in practice. For

most products, the transformation rule can be applied using

the harmonized system of classification. Duty-free status is

necessarily given to a product that is produced wholly within

the CU or belongs to a classification category different from
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all components imported from extra-union trading partners.

The harmonized system of classification, which is used by

virtually all countries, disaggregates products up to the ten-

digit level. In most cases, this level of disaggregation suf-

fices to distinguish products that satisfy our theoretical rule

from those that have been simply repackaged and do not

satisfy it. For example, an automobile imported from an

outside country and simply repackaged will fail this test be-

cause it will fail to move from one classification category to

another.

The transformation requirement stated herein and its im-

plementation is entirely consistent with the ROOs imple-

mented in actual practice − in NAFTA, for instance. Ap-

pendix 3.1 reproduces a description of the NAFTA ROOs

from LaNasa (1993). It should be readily evident that the

first three rules described there closely match this transfor-

mation rule. Moreover, to rule out trivial transformations

of the type considered previously in this subsection, NAFTA

ROOs explicitly state that “mere dilution with water or an-

other substance that do not materially alter the characteris-

tics of the product do not count as a transformation.”

The member countries in the FTA just constructed each

have individual tariff vectors, with the tariff vector defined

as the difference between the world price P o
W and the
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consumer-price vector within each country. The theory,

therefore, provides specific guidance as to what form the

external-tariff vector in a (welfare-improving) FTA or a CU

ought to take (i.e., it should deliver the same level of trade

with the rest of the world as initially, thereby eliminating

trade diversion). However, there remain interesting practical

problems with regard to the choice of this external-tariff

vector, the elimination of internal barriers, and the setting

of appropriate ROOs in the CU. It is to these issues that we

turn next.

3.3 Implementation

The preceding discussion of necessarily welfare-improving

CUs and FTAs provided a precise description of the tariff

vectors that ought to be implemented in these agreements.

Specifically, internal barriers are to be completely elimi-

nated and the external-tariff vector in both cases (i.e., the

CU or the FTA) should eliminate trade diversion − mem-

ber countries should continue to import the same amounts

from the rest of the world as they did initially.9 Can these

9 It should, of course, be clear by now that with the Kemp–Wan CU,
the trade vector of the member countries is restricted to be the same
as initially for the CU members as a whole. With FTAs, this constraint
needs to be met separately for each member country.
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tariffs be implemented in practice? And where do existing

GATT/WTO provisions stand in relation to the theoretical

specification?

Article XXIV of the GATT (see Appendix 2.1), which per-

mits the formation of PTAs, also originally stipulated broadly

that internal preferences needed to be complete (i.e., that

internal barriers between the members were to be com-

pletely eliminated) and that external trade barriers were not

to be more restrictive than initially. As discussed herein, a

number of questions arose in connection with GATT regu-

lations regarding both internal and external tariffs: some re-

lated to their economic merit, others to implementation and

possible abuse given the ambiguous and imprecise wording

adopted in the original text of the GATT. As will be dis-

cussed further, although the more recent “Understanding

on the Interpretation” of Article XXIV issued by the GATT

in 1994 clarified some of these issues, other questions still

remain.

3.3.1 Barriers to Trade with Non-Members
On external tariffs, the original GATT requirement was that

external barriers not be more restrictive than initially. For

FTAs, because countries retain individual tariff vectors, this
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could be taken to imply that no tariff was to rise. For CUs,

because a common external tariff was to be chosen and initial

tariffs on the same good likely varied across countries, the

tariff vector would necessarily change for each country. The

expectation then was that the “general incidence” of trade

barriers would not be higher or more restrictive than before.

Given the imprecise phrasing, there was once more substan-

tial ambiguity as to what is implied: Should the common

external tariff equal the unweighted mean of initial tariffs

in the member countries? Should it be the trade-weighted

mean? Or something else?

As Dam (1970), Bhagwati (1993), and several others have

noted, it is clear that Article XXIV’s ambiguity in this re-

gard left ample room for opportunistic (i.e., protectionist)

behavior by member countries against non-members. The

1994 “Understanding on the Interpretation” of Article XXIV

issued by the GATT (see Appendix 2.1) provided substan-

tial clarity on the issue of measurement and choice of the

common external tariff − indicating that the GATT sec-

retariat would compute weighted average tariff rates and

duties collected in accordance with the methodology used

in the assessment of tariff offers in the Uruguay Round

of trade negotiations and examine trade flow and other
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data to arrive at suitable measures of non-tariff barriers.

Although this relieves, at least partially, the issue of mea-

surement of external barriers and the comparison with bar-

riers in place initially, the economic concern regarding trade

diversion is not addressed. Clearly, leaving external barri-

ers at their initial level and removing internal barriers does

not eliminate trade diversion (as theoretically required in

the Kemp–Wan and Panagariya–Krishna constructions of

welfare-improving PTAs). Indeed, with this configuration,

trade diversion is practically guaranteed.

Choosing or designing tariff vectors ex-ante that would

ensure zero trade diversion, good by good, is hardly more

promising, for the exact sensitivities of external trade flows

to external barriers of the CU or FTA are difficult or im-

possible to estimate accurately. So, there is little prospect

of identifying the exact trade-diversion–eliminating Kemp–

Wan tariff vector and implementing it in practice.10 Nev-

ertheless, designing other disciplines to minimize diversion

is less difficult; one can certainly say that simultaneously

lowering external barriers with the formation of a CU or

10 See, however, the paper by Srinivasan (1997), which attempts to
identify and characterize the Kemp–Wan tariff vector in the context
of a particular economic model.
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an FTA is likely to lower the degree of trade diversion (by

minimizing the substitution away from the goods supplied

by the rest of the world to within-union goods). McMillan

(1993) suggested as a test of admissibility of any PTA the

measurement (estimation) of whether that PTA will result

in less trade with the rest of the world.11 In a similar spirit,

Bhagwati (1993) suggested that the requirement of a simul-

taneous pro rata reduction of external trade barriers with the

progressive elimination of internal barriers could replace the

current requirements.

3.3.2 Internal Barriers to Trade
On internal barriers to trade, two questions arise. The first

relates to coverage: Do GATT regulations require a removal

of all internal barriers? The second relates to timing: How

much time do countries have to comply with the rules? On

the former issue, it should be clarified that whereas the pu-

tative intent of the GATT was to require that internal barriers

be eliminated completely, the actual text of the GATT only

required that restrictions be eliminated on “substantially all

11 Of course, the Kemp–Wan and Panagariya–Krishna schemes both
require that the PTA trade exactly the same amount as before. A
PTA that trades no less, as in the McMillan test, is not necessarily
welfare-improving, as Winters (1997) argued.
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trade.” The ambiguous phrasing through the use of the qual-

ifier “substantially” opened up a number of possibilities for

abuse. Whether “substantial” should have be taken to imply

a full 100 percent or something smaller was not clear and

has not yet been clarified. In this context, for a given level

of external tariffs, member-country welfare is not necessar-

ily maximized with zero internal barriers.12 From a purely

economic standpoint, given the level of external tariffs,

welfare may well be maximized by maintaining some partic-

ular level of internal restrictions. It may, therefore, be poten-

tially argued that the ambiguous phrasing permitting non-

elimination of internal barriers allowed member countries

to aim at welfare-maximizing outcomes; this is, however,

quite unlikely. Any retention of internal barriers within PTAs

is probably better explained by selective protectionist moti-

vations on the part of country governments. Separately, it

may be imagined that non-member countries would have

an incentive to monitor and ensure the full dismantling of

12 It is important that the elimination of internal tariffs maximizes the
welfare of member countries for a given level of external trade (as
in Kemp–Wan) and not for a given level of the external tariffs. With
fixed tariffs, member-country welfare may well be maximized with
internal tariffs that are non-zero.
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internal trade barriers within PTAs. However, it is also quite

likely that the welfare of countries outside the CU is higher

when the discrimination against them is lower (i.e., when

internal preferences are less than complete). Ex-post, the ex-

ternal monitoring incentive is, therefore, minimal. On the

question of the timing and phasing out of internal barriers to

trade, GATT rules – rather than requiring an immediate re-

moval of internal barriers in a PTA – allowed for this to take

place within a “reasonable length of time,” once again per-

mitting substantial ambiguity in understanding and room

for abuse.13

3.3.3 Rules of Origin
In FTAs, importers have a potential incentive to import

goods into the bloc through the member country impos-

ing the lowest tariff on that good and then to trans-ship

that good into higher-tariff member countries by avail-

ing themselves of the duty-free treatment within the bloc.

To prevent this circumvention of the independent tariffs

13 The more recent “Understanding on the Interpretation” of Article
XXIV issued in 1994 clarifies that the “reasonable length of time”
should exceed ten years in only “exceptional cases.”
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desired by member countries, however, FTAs need to be

supported by ROOs, which specify the circumstances un-

der which a good may be given duty-free treatment within

the CU.14

The discussion in the previous subsection provided a

welfare-theoretic basis for simple ROOs: Goods that un-

dergo any genuine value-added transformation within the

CU must be allowed to move duty-free within the CU. For

any good entirely produced outside the CU, trade-deflection

is to be prevented by imposing effectively on both direct im-

ports and any trans-shipped units the external tariff that is

chosen by the member country where the good is eventually

consumed. ROOs are more complex in practice, however:

they are differently concerned (depending on the good) with

the fractional content of the good that is required to be

produced within the CU for the good to qualify for duty-

free status.15 More important, although the putative inten-

tion of ROOs is to simply prevent deflection of trade, it has

14 Because, in practice, at least some traded goods are not covered by
the common external barriers of a CU, ROOs are often used in CUs
as well.

15 See the papers by Estevadeordal and Suominen (2003) and Krishna
(2004) for a detailed discussion of the different ways in which ROOs
are specified in practice.
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been argued that these rules have been used more flexibly

as instruments of commercial policy.

That the opportunity to set ROOs would be abused to

achieve other ends should come as no surprise to any-

one even moderately familiar with the political economy of

trade-policy determination. Although we may hope for FTA

rules to be designed by welfare-maximizing governments

concerned with the enhancement of internal efficiency and

equity toward non-members, in practice, the ROOs are de-

termined in intensely political contexts in which a variety

of additional factors influence policy. Governments are un-

der great pressure to deviate from the high path of choosing

ROOs to simply prevent trade deflection toward fixing rules

that favor politically active and aggressive constituencies in

the economy. Because in an FTA there are no internal tar-

iffs and because external tariffs themselves cannot be raised

to further disadvantage non-member countries, it has been

argued that to please their constituencies and protect them

from the economic changes that come about due to the en-

try into the FTA,16 governments manipulate ROOs to protect

16 Of course, the choice of entry into the FTA itself is subject to a po-
litical calculation. For models of endogenous bilateral agreements,
see Chapter 5.
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both domestic suppliers of final and intermediate goods. This

may happen in the following ways.

1. Protection for final good suppliers

Consider a final goods supplier in a member country fac-

ing greater competition from suppliers in other member

countries due to the impending elimination of internal

barriers of trade within the FTA. Consider further that

this foreign competition uses intermediates in its produc-

tion from outside the FTA. Due to the political pressures

brought to bear on the domestic government – whether it

is from capitalists, affected voters, or displaced workers –

that government will have reasons to negotiate intra-

union content criteria severe enough to push those com-

peting goods out of the duty-free category. In so doing,

they will insulate the home-country supplier from that

greater competition but will also undermine the intended

competitive enhancement from joining an FTA.

2. The creation of a captive market for within-union pro-

ducers of intermediate goods

Governments can negotiate for ROOs that specify a

high degree of domestic (i.e., within-bloc) content, sig-

nificantly diverting demand from goods produced with
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foreign intermediates to goods produced using interme-

diates from within the FTA.

However, this use of ROOs undermines the two key rules

imposed by the WTO on its members for FTA formation.

Although complete internal liberalization is sought by the

WTO, it is negated by the selective use of ROOs. Further,

although the WTO requires that trade barriers against non-

members not be raised by FTA members, the use of strin-

gent ROOs would divert imports of intermediates away from

non-member exporters, even if external tariffs are main-

tained at the same level as before.17

To what extent ROOs are used to prevent trade de-

flection and to what extent they are politically motivated

commercial-policy instruments is ultimately an empirical

question. Although empirical research in this area is still

in its infancy, Cadot, Estevadeordal, and Suwa-Eisenmann

(2003) recently provided some interesting results. They ex-

amine directly the possible use of ROOs to achieve protection

17 Ironically, however, highly severe ROOs may result in greater im-
ports from the rest of the world than before owing to the preference
of importers to pay the external tariff rather than comply with de-
manding domestic-content standards.
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for final goods producers and the creation of a captive mar-

ket for intra-union suppliers of intermediate goods, as dis-

cussed previously. Using measures of ROO restrictiveness

developed by Estevadeordal (2000), they measure the effects

of ROOs on Mexican imports to the U.S. market, finding

ROOs a large enough negative influence on intra-union

trade flows to offset the tariff preferences granted by the

trade agreement. Further, the creation of a protected mar-

ket for intermediate goods producers also appears to be a

key determinant of the ROOs chosen.
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� CHAPTER FOUR �

Geography and Preferential
Trade Agreements: The

“Natural” Trading Partners
Hypothesis

T he previous chapters discussed some reasons for why

economists have been divided on the wisdom of PTAs.

Following Viner’s (1950) demonstration that the net-

welfare effects of PTAs are unpredictable and possibly neg-

ative, many attempts were made to refine the theory and

identify member-country characteristics that would ensure

welfare improvement and, thus, the welfare ambiguities as-

sociated with preferential trade (e.g., see Meade [1955],

Lipsey [1958, 1960], and Johnson [1962], and a later syn-

thesis by McMillan and McCann [1980]). However, these

efforts yielded results that did not have any greater direct op-

erational significance than did Viner (1950). That is, they did

not yield any direct insights on which country characteristics
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would make trade creation rather than trade diversion a

likely outcome and, therefore, which particular countries

would be more desirable as partners in a PTA.

More recently, increasing emphasis has been placed on

geographic proximity as a criterion for membership in a

PTA. Regionalism in preferential trade has been argued by

some as being key to generating better economic outcomes.

Thus, Wonnacott and Lutz (1987), Krugman (1991), and

Summers (1991) each proposed geographical proximity as a

key predictor of trade creation and welfare improvement in

PTAs, calling proximate trading partners “natural” partners

for a PTA. Thus, for instance, Wonnacott and Lutz (1987)

state:

Trade creation is likely to be great, and trade diversion small, if the

prospective members of an FTA are natural trading partners. Several

points are relevant: Are the prospective members already major trad-

ing partners? If so, the FTA will be reinforcing. . . . Are the prospective

members close geographically? [Preferential] groupings of distant na-

tions may be inefficient. . . .

As Bhagwati (1993) notes, this argument that PTAs should

have a regional orientation depends on a syllogism. The

first premise is that geographically proximate countries have

higher volumes of trade with each other than do more
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distant ones; the second premise is that trade blocs between

countries that already trade disproportionately are less likely

to divert trade. Thus, Krugman (1991) states:

To reemphasize why this matters: If a disproportionate share of world

trade would take place between trading blocs even in the absence of a

preferential trading agreement, then gains from trade creation within

blocs are likely to outweigh any possible losses from external trade

diversion.

Figure 2.1 models the second premise. All of country A’s

trade is initially with country B. Preferential tariff liberal-

ization with B brings welfare gains. Preferential tariff lib-

eralization with the less significant trading partner, C, is

more likely to be welfare-decreasing.18 And then, because

18 This policy prescription has been challenged by Panagariya (1997)
and Bhagwati and Panagariya (1996). Armed with a series of ex-
amples generated by assuming, alternately, that the home country
is large and small and that imports from the rest of the world and
the partner country are homogeneous and differentiated, inter alia,
they argue that trade theory offers no such general presumption.
Preferential reduction in tariffs by one country vis-à-vis its signifi-
cant trading partner, the country with which its volume of trade is
larger, may in fact improve welfare less than a reduction in tariffs
vis-à-vis its less significant trading partner, and a preferential reduc-
tion of tariffs by one country vis-à-vis its geographically proximate
trading partner may improve welfare less than a reduction in tariffs
vis-à-vis a geographically distant trading partner. Thus, they state
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geographically proximate countries do trade (dis - propor-

tionately) with each other – the first premise – many an-

alysts have felt compelled to conclude that a PTA between

geographically proximate countries is more likely to result

in welfare improvement.

In addition to the academic interest in this idea deriving

from theoretical arguments of the type discussed herein, the

question of natural trading partners is immensely interesting

for policy reasons. Many existing PTAs are, indeed, regional.

In addition, many extensions of existing arrangements along

regional lines, such as the expansion of the NAFTA to include

Chile, Argentina, and other South American countries or

that of the European Union (EU) to include countries from

Eastern and Central Europe, are currently being debated and

discussed in policy circles.

To what extent, then, is this argument a robust one? Is it

true that the argument that trade creation is more likely with

preferential tariff reductions against geographically proxi-

mate partners holds up when we consider more complex

worlds (in terms of production and consumption structures)

that “[Thus], while volume of trade as a criterion for judging FTAs
to be benign is to be rejected, we must also add that linking this
to regionalism and thus declaring regional FTAs to be more benign
than non-regional FTAs is additionally wrong.”
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than the one represented in Figure 2.1? It is with this ques-

tion that this chapter is concerned. However, as already

noted, theory offers few direct answers to this question; an

empirical evaluation is necessary. Therefore, the present ap-

proach is to use a theoretical framework and econometric

methodology that are tightly linked with each other so that

the econometric estimates may be fed back into the the-

oretical framework (in particular, into the theoretical ex-

pressions concerning welfare change that we derive from

the theory). Trade data from the United States are then

used to arrive at welfare estimates with preferential tariff

liberalization against a number of partner countries at dif-

ferent levels of geographic proximity to the United States.

Examining the correlations between the welfare estimates

and distance will help evaluate the natural trading partners

theory.

There have already been a number of attempts to inves-

tigate econometrically the impact of specific PTAs. None,

however, has addressed the questions that this research

attempts to tackle. Further, as Srinivasan, Whalley, and

Wooton (1993) point out in their comprehensive survey

on measuring the effects of regionalism, a significant prob-

lem with these studies is that they usually lack microeco-

nomic underpinnings, which makes the welfare analysis of
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even actual arrangements difficult and precludes entirely

the possibility of welfare comparisons of alternate potential

PTAs. In contrast, the framework presented here has the

benefit that it easily permits welfare analysis and compar-

isons because, by design, it is firmly grounded in an op-

timization framework. Other merits (and demerits) of the

methodology used here are discussed later in this chapter.

4.1 Modeling Preferential Trade
Liberalization: Theory

In classic Vinerian fashion, we consider a trading world that

is composed of three countries: country A; its prospective

partner, country B; and a third country C, representing the

rest of the world. Each country only produces a single good,

some of which it exports to pay for its consumption (imports)

of the other two goods.19 Normalizing the border price of

19 Thus, the analysis that follows is conducted under the traditional
“Armington” (1969) assumption. For a critical discussion on the
use of this assumption in analyzing the welfare effect of PTAs,
particularly when the relevant cross-elasticities in consumption
are restricted by assumption as well, see the superb discussion of
Deardorff and Stern (1994). Because the present analysis will pro-
ceed to estimate these elasticities instead, the criticisms of Deardorff
and Stern (1994) do not apply with the same force.
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each good to be one,20 country A’s budget constraint can be

expressed as

E(1, 1 + tB, 1 + tC , W) = R(1, 1 + tB, 1 + tC , V )

+ tB MB + tC MC (1)

where E is the expenditure function associated with country

A; R is the revenue function; W denotes country A’s welfare;

and tB , tC , MB , and MC denote tariffs imposed against and

imports from countries B and C, respectively. Starting from

this initial situation, we are interested in analyzing the ef-

fect of a preferential reduction in tariffs imposed by country

A against country B. To get to this, we totally differentiate

(1) and let Ei denote the partial derivatives of E with respect

to the i ′th domestic price to obtain

EBdtB + Ec dtC + EWdW = tBd MB + MBdtB

+ tc d MC + MC dtC (2)

20 Thus, we make the small-country assumption and ignore terms
of trade effects. The theoretical analysis can, of course, be readily
extended to allow for terms of trade changes. However, as we report
and discuss shortly, our analysis of the data implies that we are
unable to reject the null that terms-of-trade effects are non-existent.
Thus, we chose to drop the terms of trade rather than carry them
along in this chapter. For a theoretical treatment with terms-of-
trade effects present, see Panagariya (1997).
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Because the partials of the expenditure function, Ei , denote

consumption of the i ′th good, it follows that

EB = MB and that

EC = MC

(2) therefore reduces to

EWdW = tBdMB + tC dMC (3)

where EW > 0 because it is simply the inverse of the

marginal utility of income (which helps convert the real-

income changes on the righthand side into welfare units).

Expression (3) has the familiar intuitive interpretation: For

welfare improvement to be guaranteed, both imports from

the partner country and the rest of the world should in-

crease. If, alternately, imports from the partner country in-

crease, d MB > 0, implying trade creation, but imports from

the rest of the world decrease, d MC < 0, implying classic

trade diversion, welfare might drop instead.21

To relate this expression to country characteristics, we

make use of the fact that the compensated import-demand

21 Another interpretation of (3) is that welfare will increase if a pol-
icy change results in increased tariff revenue at the initial tariff
levels.
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functions, MB and MC , themselves are a function of prices

and welfare. Thus, they can be expressed as

MB = MB(1, 1 + tB, 1 + tC , W) (4)

and

MC = MC (1, 1 + tB, 1 + tC , W) (5)

Totally differentiating (4) and (5) gives us

dMB = MBBdtB + MBC dtC + MBWdW (6)

and

dMC = MCBdtB + MCC dtC + MCWdW (7)

Because we only consider a preferential tariff reduction with

respect to B, we can set dtC = 0. Then, substituting (6) and

(7) into (3) gives us

(EW − tB MBW − tC MCW)dW = (tB MBB + tC MCB)dtB (8)

Because E is homogeneous of degree one in prices, EW is

also homogeneous of degree one in prices. Using Euler’s the-

orem, we then have

EW = E AW + (1 + tB)EBW + (1 + tC )ECW (9)
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Substituting (9) into (8) gives us a final expression for wel-

fare similar to the one derived by McMillan and McCann

(1980):

HdW = (tB MB B + tC MCB)dtB (10)

where

H = EAW + EBW + ECW =
(

∂(EA + EB + EC )

∂ I

)
EW (11)

and where, clearly, H is positive, if all goods are normal in

consumption, as will be assumed here.

Expression (10) tells us that welfare improvement is guar-

anteed if imports from the partner country are substitutes for

home-country output and complementary to imports from

the rest of the world.22 Two observations may be made here.

First, (3) indicates that the methodology followed in many

previous analyses − of simply adding up the estimated vol-

umes of trade created and diverted (i.e, changes in the vol-

umes of trade with respect to the partner country and the

rest of the world) – is somewhat incorrect. Second, given ini-

tial conditions, (11) implies that the term “H” is independent

22 This is, of course, a sufficient condition and not a necessary one.
If the trade creation term on the righthand side of (10) dominates
the trade-diversion term, welfare will go up even if the rest of the
world output and partner-country output are substitutes.
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of the particular bilateral tariff reduction being considered.

In other words, if we were to compare the welfare effect

of a preferential reduction in tariffs by A against country

B with the welfare effect when tariffs are preferentially re-

duced against C instead, a comparison of the righthand side

of (10) in the two cases would suffice to establish a welfare

ranking. Of course, to estimate the righthand side of (10) for

preferential tariff reductions against each potential partner

country, we need to estimate the own-price and cross-price

effects on imports from the partner country and the rest of

the world in each case. It is to this problem that we turn next.

4.2 Modeling Preferential Trade
Liberalization: Econometrics

To estimate the own- and cross-price effects in (10), we use

a version of the Rotterdam model23 developed by Barten

23 A popular alternative and closely related model, the “Almost Ideal
Demand System” (AIDS) developed by Deaton and Muellbauer
(1980a), has also been used to estimate trade elasticities. For in-
novative applications of this model to study integration issues,
see Winters (1984, 1985). The crucial difference between this
model and the Rotterdam framework is that the latter is an ap-
proximation to the solution of the first-order conditions for op-
timizing any arbitrary utility function, whereas the former is an
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(1966) and Theil (1965) and used in estimating U.S. trade

elasticities by Marquez (1994). The Rotterdam model em-

bodies, by design, all the properties of utility maximization –

it recognizes the interdependence between spending deci-

sions and does not treat trade elasticities as autonomous

parameters.24 Individuals determine their spending on do-

mestic and foreign goods by maximizing a utility func-

tion, U(q1 . . . qn), subject to a budget constraint, � j p j q j =
I ,25 where I denotes income and j is a country index.

Obtaining the first-order conditions for maximizing any

U(.) and totally differentiating the associated system of

exact solution to a specific utility function and is, therefore, de-
rived from explicit demand functions. However, as Deaton and
Muellbauer (1980a, p. 317) note, “For the prediction of demand,
this difference is not vitally important.” Our own preference for
the Rotterdam framework is due to the generality of the under-
lying utility function and also because, in contrast to the AIDS, it
directly delivers the parameters that are required for our welfare
calculations.

24 Marquez (1991) also compares trade elasticities estimated using the
Rotterdam model with those obtained using conventional log-linear
models to show that the differential between these two models is
significant from both an economic and statistical point of view.

25 The spending decisions here, in common with much of the previ-
ous literature, suffer from at least the limitations that they ignore
intertemporal substitution and that labor supply and asset-holding
decisions are taken to be separable from decisions to consume do-
mestic and foreign products.
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Marshallian demands, functions of income, and prices

yields the following expression for the demand for the i ′th

product:

(ωi t)dlnqit =
[
∂(pitqit)

∂ It

]
dln

(
I

P

)

t

+ � j

[(
pit p jt

It

) (
∂hit

∂p jt

)]
dlnp jt (12)

where

ωi t =
[

(pitqit)

It

]

p jt = (1 + τ j t)px jt = domestic price of good j

dlnpt = � j (ω j t)dlnp jt

τ j t is the tariff rate on imports from j

and

px jt is the border price of the j th good

To implement (12) empirically, the Rotterdam model re-

stricts the marginal budget share

µi =
[
∂(pitqit)

∂ It

]

and the Slutsky coefficients

πi j =
(

pit p jt

It

) (
∂qit

∂p jt

)
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to be invariant to changes in income and prices.26 The

marginal budget share measures the additional amount

spent on the i ′th good, when income increases by one dol-

lar. The Slutsky coefficient measures the compensated price

effect of a change in the price of the j ′th good on purchases

of the i ′th good. Treating these parameters as autonomous

transforms (12) into

(ωi t)dlnqit = µi dln

(
I

P

)

t

+ � j (πi j )dlnp jt + rit (13)

where rit is a random disturbance containing the second-

order approximation terms induced by the assumed

26 As Marquez (1991) notes, some critics of the Rotterdam model
have pointed out that treating µ and π as invariant to income and
prices implies Cobb–Douglas preferences. In response, the litera-
ture has pointed out that this criticism, known as the “McFadden
critique,” stems from not differentiating between macro and mi-
cro parameters. Indeed, Barnett (1979, 1981) derives implications
for macro behavior assuming that individuals behave according to
the Rotterdam model without treating the micro parameters as in-
variant to income and prices. Using several theorems on stochastic
limits, he derives the Rotterdam model with constant parameters,
where the second-order approximation error due to the discrepancy
between the macro and micro parameters has an expected value of
zero. See also Clements et al. (1996) for a more recent discussion
and derivation. Overall, the McFadden critique is not very relevant
for empirical work with aggregate data, as Deaton and Muellbauer
(1980b, p. 77) note.
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constancy of µi and πi j .27,28 Estimation of the demand sys-

tem (13) gives us own- and cross-price effects (the relevant

πi j s) that may be substituted back into (10) to get estimates

of welfare change due to preferential tariff reduction.

For the parameters of the Rotterdam model to be con-

sistent with utility maximization, they need to satisfy the

following restrictions:29

1. The adding up constraint on marginal budget shares:

� jµ j = 1 (14)

27 The income and price elasticities associated with (13) are µi
ωi t

and
πi j

ωi t
, respectively.

28 Importantly, as Panagariya (1997) notes, assuming specific utility
functions, like the Constant Elasticity of Substitution (CES), im-
poses strong restrictions on the relationship between the elastic-
ities being estimated and expenditure shares. Although our for-
mulation does not impose any particular functional form on the
utility function, it is restrictive in assuming the marginal bud-
get shares and the Slutsky coefficients to be constant. However,
these do not, to our knowledge, bias the results in any specific
direction.

29 The work of Marquez (1994), using U.S. trade data, finds support
in the data for these restrictions − as do we (see the discussion of
results in Chapters 4 and 5). A discussion of earlier tests of these
restrictions and the associated history is provided in Deaton and
Muellbauer (1980b).
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2. Homogeneity of demand:

� jπi j = 0∀i (15)

3. Symmetry:

πi j = π j i ∀ i, j, i �= j (16)

The merits of the demand system outlined herein can be seen

when contrasted with alternative demand systems that have

commonly been used in the international trade literature:

log-linear demand systems and the gravity framework.

As Marquez (1991) points out, most previous estimates of

U.S. trade elasticities used log-linear models that assume that

the trade elasticities themselves are autonomous parame-

ters. Because an elasticity is the ratio between a marginal

propensity and an expenditure share, and because expen-

diture shares vary through time (as can be easily verified

for U.S. trade data), the assumed invariance of elasticities

assumes that marginal propensities change to offset these

changes in expenditure shares − an assumption with no the-

oretical basis.30 An additional weakness of many previous

30 Further, if individuals maximize utility subject to a linear budget
constraint, the log-linear specification implies directly that the in-
come elasticity and the own-price elasticity are one and that cross-
price elasticities are zero − making their estimation redundant.
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studies is that they often neglect the interdependence be-

tween spending decisions as well. Further, in estimating log-

linear demand systems (most commonly used in estimating

trade elasticities), it is, of course, commonly assumed that

the parameters being estimated – the elasticities – are con-

stant. However, it is well known (e.g., see Coopmans and

Uzawa [1990]) that constancy of the elasticities taken to-

gether with the fact that the budget constraint is met with

equality implies that the own-price and cross-price elasticity

are already theoretically determined to be −1 and 0, respec-

tively. Because the parameters are then predetermined, their

estimation is redundant. Given that the estimation of own-

and cross-price effects is crucial in determining the welfare

effect in (10), it is not clear what a model that predetermines

these parameters is telling us.31

Using the gravity model in the current context poses yet

other difficulties. The work of Deardorff (1997), inter alia,

has shown that gravity equations specifying a relationship

between bilateral trade volume on the one hand and in-

comes and transport costs on the other can be quite easy to

derive. However, general versions of such gravity equations

31 Much of this discussion of the log-linear model is borrowed directly
from Marquez (1991).
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include a host of additional variables on the righthand side.

In particular, supply prices of all trading partners, the cor-

responding tariffs applied by the home country, and trans-

port costs that apply to all of these imports appear on the

righthand side of every equation for bilateral trade. Empirical

implementation of the gravity equation has usually not in-

cluded these variables. Departures from the basic gravity

specifications (which explain bilateral trade volumes, in-

cluding only income levels for the country pair and the ge-

ographic distance between them) are represented only by a

single PTA dummy variable. This is problematic for a vari-

ety of reasons. Importantly, the resulting estimation frame-

work is not able to distinguish between the effects of bilat-

eral terms of trade movements, of changes in bilateral trade

barriers that come about as a result of MFN trade reduc-

tions, and of preferential changes in bilateral trade barriers.

Bilateral trade prices are also not included on the righthand

side. In a context in which the primary question is the im-

pact of relative price changes on trade volume, this approach

raises questions as to what the estimated trade-bloc coeffi-

cients (attached to the PTA dummies) are telling us.32

32 Further, out of apparent necessity, the gravity-equation PTA
dummy coefficients are estimated (e.g., in Frankel [1997]) under
the assumption that they are common across all country pairs,
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In these estimations, we consider a single “home country”:

the United States. For the United States, we consider twenty-

four different partner countries. In estimating the demand

system, one option is to estimate a full-blown multilat-

eral demand system that would include (in the U.S. case)

twenty-six equations (i.e., twenty-four partner countries,

home country + rest of the world). However, this leaves

a large number of parameters to estimate. In particular,

when considering preferential tariff reductions against any

one country, the cross-price term that would need to be

included in (10) (to calculate the overall welfare effect)

would sum over cross-price terms from the remaining

twenty-four countries. The calculated standard errors of this

sum tend to be very large – rendering virtually all the es-

timates of cross-price effects to be insignificantly different

implying that the proportional trade-creation impact of a PTA is
assumed identical for all countries inside the bloc and, similarly, that
the proportional impact of trade diversion is identical for all coun-
tries outside the bloc. In the context of the questions that this book
is attempting to address, it should be readily evident that these as-
sumptions would be far from innocuous. Finally, it cannot be rightly
claimed that the gravity model can be used to estimate the impact of
prospective trade blocs − in contrast to the methodology proposed
herein that handles the estimation of potential preferential liberal-
ization with equal ease. For criticisms of the gravity methodology
on this point, see Hummels (1997) and Srinivasan (1997).
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from zero. Because our final interest is in estimating, for

each partner country, the value of the own-price and the

cross-price effect (aggregated over the countries in the rest

of the world in each case) we follow instead, the approach

taken in some classic studies in international trade in es-

timating trade elasticities (e.g., Hickman and Lau [1973],

Goldstein and Khan [1978], and Geraci and Prewo [1982])

of aggregating the rest of the world into a single unit. Thus,

we estimate “triad” systems by splitting up the world into

the home country, the partner country, and the rest of the

world. Equation (13) then gives us a three-equation system

to be estimated.33,34

In estimating the demand system, we have to consider

the additional issues of simultaneity bias and measurement

error in the righthand side variables – both of which could

imply a correlation between the regressors and the error

terms. Simultaneity bias may arise if the home country is

not “small” in the trade theoretic sense, so that a change in

33 As is the usual practice, to avoid the singularity that the adding-up
constraint imposes, we drop one equation: here, the equation for
the rest of the world.

34 Thus, for each of the twenty-four partner countries considered in
this analysis, we estimate a three-equation demand system with
one equation representing the United States, one for that particular
country, and one for the rest of the world.
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its tariffs on imports would result in a change in the border

prices of its imports. Measurement error may arise because

the prices included on the righthand side are unit values

rather than actual prices. This problem of the possible cor-

relation between the regressors and the error terms is dealt

with by using the method of instrumental variables. In par-

ticular, (13) is estimated jointly with four reduced-form “in-

strument equations” (one each for the endogenous variables

on the righthand side of [13]): prices of the home country,

the partner country, the rest of the world, and the real in-

come term.35 The endogenous variables are specified to be

functions of exogenous variables in the system in the follow-

ing traditional manner (e.g., see Bowden and Turkington

[1984] and Newey [1986]):

x j =
∑

k

βk Xk + ε j (17)

The lefthand side variables in (17) are the endogenous

regressors in (13). On the righthand side are the exoge-

nous variables: growth rates of home-country income and

35 Note that we take the tariff levels themselves to be exogenously
determined. Considering the endogeneity of tariffs themselves, as
in the important paper of Trefler (1993), is outside the scope of this
book.
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aggregate wage rates in the partner country, in the four ma-

jor trading partners other than the partner country and at

home.36

Assuming that the errors of the spending equations (13)

and the reduced-form (instrumenting) equations (17) have

a joint normal distribution with zero mean and constant co-

variance matrix, we can estimate the demand system with

the method of Maximum Likelihood (ML) – reliance on

which allows the direct incorporation of the restrictions

associated with consumer-demand theory. Likelihood ratio

tests (discussed further in the next chapter) allow the testing

of these restrictions and also the possible exogeneity of the

righthand side variables in (13).

Using price and quantity information for each of these

three groups, parameter estimates for the own- and cross-

price effects can then be obtained. Plugging these into the

righthand side of (10) gives an estimate of the overall wel-

fare effect, which can then be compared with corresponding

values for preferential tariff reduction with respect to other

36 Because trade volumes of the partners with the home country rela-
tive to domestic GDP tend to be fairly small fractions, the exogeneity
of the aggregate wage rate is not much of a concern. Statistical tests
for the validity of the instruments used in the equations are dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.
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countries. Comparing the welfare effect across countries,

each at a different level of geographic proximity to the

home country, allows us to test the natural trading partners

theory.

4.3 Data and Estimation Results

4.3.1 Data
For this estimation, we need bilateral price and quantity in-

formation on imports from trading partners as well as wage

rates in all of the partner countries. The present analysis

employs U.S. imports data for the period 1965–1995 ob-

tained from the U.N. Statistics Division in New York. This

data set provides time-series information on import values

measured in U.S. dollars, Cost, Insurance, and Freight (CIF)

and separately on quantities of trade flows at the three-digit

level. Information on bilateral tariff rates is also required;

the bilateral customs collection rate was used here as the

tariff measure. Data on customs collections for the period

1990–1995 were obtained directly from U.S. Customs. For

the years 1964–1989, data were gathered from the U.S. De-

partment of Commerce Publication FT 990. Wage data were

obtained from International Labor Organization (ILO) and

national accounts publications for the corresponding years.
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Aggregate bilateral price indices were constructed37 using

the unit values that are implied by the U.N. data. For robust-

ness, two aggregate price indices were used: the Fisher Ideal

Index,38 recommended by Fisher (1927), and the Laspeyeres

Index. Aggregate quantity series were constructed by deflat-

ing aggregate trade flows with the corresponding price in-

dices.39 For consumption of domestically produced goods,

37 If multilateral price indices were to be used instead, these could be
directly obtained from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics
Handbooks. However, bilateral export price indices are a more accu-
rate measure. Often, for single years, changes in bilateral prices are
quite different in magnitude (and sometimes in sign) from changes
in multilateral prices.

38 As discussed in Fisher (1927), the Fisher Ideal Index, which is
the geometric mean of the Laspeyeres and the Paasche indices, is
“ideal” because it meets two tests for ideal indices set by Fisher:
the time-reversal test and the factor-reversal test. Fisher showed
that any index multiplied by its “time antithesis” would yield a
new index that would meet the time-reversal test. Correspond-
ingly, any index that was multiplied by its “factor antithesis” yielded
a new index that met the factor antithesis test. Because Laspeyeres
and Paasche are both time and factor antitheses of each other, mul-
tiplying them together yields an index – the Fisher Ideal Index –
that meets both tests.

39 In arriving at the results reported in this book, we constructed
price indices using all available price data for any trade basket and
then applied that price to the entire basket. The results are robust,
however, to other methods of constructing price indices – such as
those involving interpolation over missing values, the use of “chain
indices” to take into account the changing composition of export
baskets, and others.
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the Consumer Price Index (CPI) was used as the price mea-

sure. U.S. purchases of domestically produced goods are

measured as Gross National Product (GNP) minus exports.

4.3.2 Estimation Results
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 report the estimates of the own- and

cross-price effects of U.S. preferential tariff reduction with

respect to twenty-four different countries obtained by Full

Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) estimation of the

demand system and using the Laspeyeres Index and the

Fisher Ideal Index as the price indices, respectively. The cor-

responding elasticities, calculated using beginning of period

budget shares, are also reported in Tables 4.1 and 4.2.

As shown in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, all estimates of the cross-

price (trade diversion) effects are positive, indicating that the

rest of the world’s output and the partner country’s output

were substitutes and, therefore, that preferential tariff

reductions would result in some trade diversion. The restric-

tion that cross-price effects in the twenty-four cases were

jointly zero was firmly rejected by the data,40 suggesting

40 The relevant likelihood test statistics were 83.12 and 77.66 for es-
timation with the Laspeyeres and Fisher Ideal Indices, respectively.
The critical value at the 5 percent level for the χ2 with twenty-four
degrees of freedom (the number of additional restrictions) is 36.42.
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Table 4.1. ML Estimates of Own- and Cross-Price Effects:
Laspeyeres Index∗

Cross- Cross- Own- Own-
Price Price Price Price

Effect: Elasticity: Effect: Elasticity: Welfare R 2

Country (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ωi
) (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ω j
) H dW

Y × 106 Partner

Argentina 0.18 1.09 −0.24 −1.44 1.48 0.07
(0.05) (0.32) (0.08) (0.46) (1.61)

Australia 0.28 0.65 −0.48 −1.11 5.12 0.21
(0.07) (0.17) (0.08) (0.18) (2.22)

Belgium 1.11 1.61 −1.45 −2.11 8.73 0.52
(0.23) (0.33) (0.16) (0.23) (4.37)

Brazil 0.99 1.38 −0.68 −0.95 −7.94 0.23
(0.16) (0.22) (0.27) (0.38) (4.79)

Canada 7.17 1.06 −11.20 −1.66 103.16 0.57
(1.49) (0.22) (1.55) (0.23) (42.25)

Chile 0.36 1.26 −0.35 −1.22 −0.26 0.28
(0.03) (0.09) (0.04) (0.14) (0.78)

France 0.62 0.72 −1.53 −1.78 23.30 0.17
(0.25) (0.29) (0.19) (0.22) (7.50)

Germany 1.56 0.83 −3.00 −1.59 36.86 0.1
(0.41) (0.22) (0.29) (0.15) (11.85)

Honduras 0.00 0.00 −0.09 −0.88 2.17 0.14
(0.03) (0.31) (0.04) (0.43) (0.87)

Hong Kong 0.12 0.25 −2.98 −6.21 73.19 0.15
(0.30) (0.63) (0.17) (0.35) (7.91)

Indonesia 2.40 10.42 −0.97 −4.21 −36.61 0.27
(0.35) (1.53) (0.27) (1.17) (6.07)

Jamaica 0.03 0.14 −0.11 −0.64 2.18 0.12
(0.04) (0.23) (0.02) (0.14) (1.22)

Japan 8.40 2.49 −17.68 −5.23 237.56 0.29
(2.10) (0.62) (2.02) (0.60) (65.93)

Korea 2.10 29.37 −1.40 −19.58 −17.92 0.29
(0.23) (3.16) (0.34) (4.76) (6.50)

Mexico 3.13 3.51 −4.11 −4.61 25.09 0.03
(0.50) (0.56) (0.79) (0.89) (12.38)
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Table 4.1 (Continued)

Cross- Cross- Own- Own-
Price Price Price Price

Effect: Elasticity: Effect: Elasticity: Welfare R 2

Country (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ωi
) (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ω j
) H dW

Y × 106 Partner

New Zealand 0.04 0.22 −0.11 −0.62 1.79 0.17
(0.02) (0.11) (0.03) (0.17) (0.97)

Peru 0.26 0.78 −0.08 −0.24 −4.61 0.19
(0.06) (0.17) (0.03) (0.09) (1.48)

Phillipines 0.11 0.21 −0.58 −1.13 12.03 0.27
(0.08) (0.17) (0.06) (0.11) (2.36)

South Africa 0.40 1.30 −0.50 −1.62 2.56 0.33
(0.10) (0.33) (0.08) (0.24) (2.84)

Switzerland 0.16 0.38 −0.50 −1.17 8.70 0.11
(0.08) (0.19) (0.07) (0.16) (2.90)

Taiwan 1.39 11.05 −6.20 −49.28 123.13 0.49
(0.75) (5.96) (0.08) (0.64) (13.95)

Thailand 0.18 3.33 −0.52 −9.61 8.70 0.23
(0.10) (1.85) (0.06) (1.11) (1.11)

Turkey 0.03 0.23 −0.10 −0.88 1.89 0.24
(0.05) (0.47) (0.01) (0.04) (1.29)

UK 0.79 0.40 −3.61 −1.84 72.19 0.07
(0.46) (0.23) (0.61) (0.31) (18.81)

∗ Figures in parentheses are standard errors, “i ” denotes partner country and “j ”
denotes the rest of the world. Elasticities were calculated using beginning of period
budget shares of the relevant partner country in each case. Thus the elasticity corre-
sponding to the cross price elasticity is the proportional change in imports from the
partner country due a reduction in tariffs on the rest of the world.

that fears regarding the trade diversion with PTAs are not

misplaced.

All of the estimates of the own-price (trade-creation)

effects are negative, suggesting that these FTAs can be
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Table 4.2. ML Estimates of Own- and Cross-Price Effects: Fisher
Ideal Index∗

Cross- Cross- Own- Own-
Price Price Price Price

Effect: Elasticity: Effect: Elasticity: Welfare R 2

Country (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ω j
) (πi i ) × 103 ( πi i

ωi
) H dW

Y × 106 Partner

Argentina 0.21 1.27 −0.43 −2.59 5.63 0.04
(0.06) (0.37) (0.11) (0.66) (1.72)

Australia 0.20 0.46 −0.41 −0.95 5.38 0.07
(0.07) (0.17) (0.08) (0.18) (2.18)

Belgium 0.40 0.58 −0.93 −1.35 13.57 0.44
(0.20) (0.29) (0.10) (0.15) (4.60)

Brazil 0.56 0.78 −0.39 −0.55 −4.35 0.02
(0.10) (0.15) (0.19) (0.27) (2.93)

Canada 6.31 0.93 −15.03 −2.22 223.22 0.46
(2.14) (0.32) (3.00) (0.44) (48.84)

Chile 0.38 1.32 −0.35 −1.22 −0.77 0.57
(0.03) (0.11) (0.01) (0.03) (0.80)

France 0.97 1.12 −1.73 −2.01 19.58 0.39
(0.25) (0.29) (0.21) (0.24) (7.47)

Germany 1.39 0.74 −2.59 −1.37 30.72 0.88
(0.39) (0.21) (0.23) (0.12) (18.34)

Honduras 0.06 0.61 −0.13 −1.34 1.82 0.01
(0.26) (2.69) (0.05) (0.51) (6.67)

Hong Kong 0.00 0.01 −2.47 −5.15 63.11 0.47
(0.28) (0.58) (0.17) (0.35) (7.91)

Indonesia 1.20 5.21 −1.00 −4.34 −5.12 0.07
(0.34) (1.47) (0.25) (1.09) (5.68)

Jamaica 0.02 0.14 −0.11 −0.64 2.20 0.08
(0.04) (0.24) (0.02) (0.14) (1.24)

Japan 5.85 1.73 −18.63 −5.52 327.16 0.43
(2.00) (0.59) (2.10) (0.62) (68.83)

Korea 1.88 26.29 −1.24 −17.34 −16.38 0.06
(0.22) (3.04) (0.35) (4.90) (6.49)

Mexico 2.17 2.43 −4.60 −5.16 62.21 0.15
(0.47) (0.52) (0.53) (0.59) (14.18)
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Table 4.2 (Continued)

Cross- Cross- Own- Own-
Price Price Price Price

Effect: Elasticity: Effect: Elasticity: Welfare R 2

Country (πi j ) × 103 ( πi j

ω j
) (πi i ) × 103 ( πi i

ωi
) H dW

Y × 106 Partner

New Zealand 0.04 0.22 −0.14 −0.78 2.56 0.20
(0.02) (0.11) (0.04) (0.20) (1.07)

Peru 0.24 0.72 −0.09 −0.25 −3.97 0.06
(0.07) (0.20) (0.05) (0.15) (1.73)

Phillipines 0.02 0.04 −0.48 −0.93 11.80 0.38
(0.08) (0.17) (0.06) (0.11) (1.79)

South Africa 0.21 0.68 −0.33 −1.07 3.07 0.23
(0.06) (0.20) (0.08) (0.25) (1.22)

Switzerland 0.15 0.35 −0.33 −0.77 4.61 0.68
(0.09) (0.21) (0.03) (0.07) (2.50)

Taiwan 1.06 8.43 −5.81 −46.18 121.60 0.07
(0.76) (6.04) (0.53) (4.21) (19.90)

Thailand 0.12 2.16 −0.85 −15.71 18.76 0.03
(0.18) (3.33) (0.09) (1.57) (3.74)

Turkey 0.03 0.25 −0.15 −1.29 3.05 0.23
(0.04) (0.35) (0.02) (0.15) (1.04)

UK 0.65 0.33 −3.00 −1.53 60.16 0.42
(0.47) (0.24) (0.64) (0.33) (17.63)

∗ Figures in parentheses are standard errors, “i ” denotes partner country and “j ”
denotes the rest of the world. Elasticities were calculated using beginning of period
budget shares of the relevant partner country in each case. Thus the elasticity corre-
sponding to the cross price elasticity is the proportional change in imports from the
partner country due a reduction in tariffs on the rest of the world.

expected to have positive trade-creating effects as well.41 A

simple comparison of the point estimates of the own- and

41 The FIML estimation was carried out without the imposition of any
sign restrictions, even on the own-price effects.
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cross-price effects themselves indicates that, in most cases

(although there are a few exceptions), own-price effects

dominate cross-price effects in magnitude. Thus, roughly

speaking, in these cases, if initial tariffs on the partner coun-

try and the rest of the world were equal, trade creation

would outweigh trade diversion around this initial equilib-

rium. Finally, the implied elasticities reported in Tables 4.1

and 4.2 are broadly in line with elasticity estimates reported

in the literature (e.g., see the Goldstein and Khan [1984]

contribution to the Handbook of International Economics,

Vol. II).

Next, using the estimates of the own- and cross-price ef-

fects reported in Tables 4.1 and 4.2 and using (10), we con-

struct the overall welfare effect per unit of output − HdWj

Y and

the associated standard errors. Because the ultimate goal is

to correlate the estimates of welfare change with variables

that we are interested in, we do not wish to let actual bi-

lateral tariff levels affect the estimate of welfare change.

Thus, we compute these welfare effects by substituting in

(1) the average tariff levels imposed by the United States in

1994 (i.e., having obtained our estimates of own- and cross-

price effects, themselves estimated under the assumption

that they are invariant to income and prices, we imagine a

world in which initial tariff levels are the same against all
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countries and construct estimates of welfare change result-

ing from preferential tariff reduction against partner coun-

tries with a unit reduction in tariffs starting from this initial

situation). Given the relative precision of estimates of own-

and cross-price effects as reported in Tables 4.1 and 4.2,

the estimates of welfare change are also overwhelmingly

significant.

To examine correlations with distance, the following re-

gression was then run:

− HdWj

Y
= α + β1(distance) j + +ε j (18)

where the distance measure used was the bilateral direct-

line distance (measured in thousands of miles) used by

Frankel, Stein, and Wei (1996).

To see how the welfare effect was correlated with distance

after conditioning for the income levels of the partner coun-

tries (as suggested by proponents of the gravity approach),

the following equation was estimated:

− HdWj

Y
= α + β1(distance) j + β2(Income) j + ε j (19)

where income levels were simply GDP levels (measured in

billions of dollars) directly obtained from the International

Financial Statistics.
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The dependent variable in each case was estimated and

not observed. Furthermore, the estimated standard errors

associated with each of these observations on the dependent

variable were different, raising the issue of heteroscedastic-

ity. To correct for this, the method of Weighted Least Squares

(WLS) was used. WLS estimates obtained by using the (in-

verse of the) estimated errors as weights are presented in

Table 4.3.

As these results indicate, the correlation between wel-

fare change from preferential tariff reduction and distance is

statistically insignificant. We cannot reject the null that dis-

tance does not matter. This can also been seen rather easily in

Figures 4.1 and 4.2, which plot the welfare estimates against

distance (both adjusted by the heteroscedasticity correction

described previously). Clearly, no non-linear relationship

between these variables is revealed in these plots either.

As shown in Table 4.3, the coefficient on distance remains

insignificant even after conditioning on the partner’s income

level. Thus, these tests are unable to find any evidentiary

support for the natural trading partners idea in U.S. data.

One issue arises due to the fact that the estimates of

welfare changes are, strictly speaking, valid only for small

changes around the initial equilibrium. To see why this is

important, assume that we start with equal tariffs against
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Table 4.3. Testing the Natural Trade Partners Hypothesis†

Welfare Change Laspeyeres Index Fisher Ideal Index
Equation vs WLS WLS

Preferential Tariff Reduction
18 Distance −0.16 −0.08

(0.8) (0.15)
19 Distance −0.16 −0.05

and (0.8) (0.15)
Income −1.80 −8.00

(13.00) (9.90)
20 Import Volume 0.50 0.37

(0.65) (0.59)

Preferential Tariff Reduction to Zero
18 Distance −0.05 −0.08

(0.13) (0.11)
19 Distance −0.05 −0.06

and (0.14) (0.12)
Income 0.27 −6.58

(10.03) (7.99)
20 Import Volume −0.06 −0.29

(0.48) (0.50)

† Figures in parentheses are standard errors. Distance measured in
thousands of miles, Income in trillions of US dollars and volume
of trade in billions of dollars. The left hand side measuring welfare
change in every case is 106 times the real income change (due to a
unit reduction in tariff) measured per unit U.S. income, i.e., H dw

Y ∗
106. Regressions were run using 1994 income and volume of trade
data. For easy comparability, the second set of results, representing
correlations with total preferential reduction in tariffs to zero, are
per unit reduction in partner country tariffs.
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B and C. Note from (10) that even if trade creation is esti-

mated to be larger than trade diversion – assuming that πi i

is estimated to be negative and πi j is estimated to be posi-

tive – there exists an optimal positive tariff against the part-

ner country for any given (positive) tariff against the rest of

the world. It follows that lowering tariffs against the part-

ner country below this optimal tariff implies a welfare loss

relative to this optimum.42 In principle, however, countries

engaged in preferential reduction in tariffs are required to

reduce these preferential tariffs against the partner all the

way to zero.43 Computing welfare changes from total pref-

erential tariff reduction (to zero) would require this to be

considered.

Therefore, we consider whether the results would be sig-

nificantly altered if we considered these “large” changes in-

stead. It is useful to note, first, that the Slutsky own- and

cross-price coefficients were estimated assuming that they

are invariant to prices and income. Thus, to obtain wel-

fare change due to a full reduction in partner-country tariffs

42 Thus, Tables 4.1 and 4.2 roughly suggest that, starting from equal
tariffs initially and holding tariff against the rest of the world fixed,
the optimal tariff of the United States against Canada is roughly
a third of its tariff against the rest of the world. Reducing tariffs
against Canada below this level would then be welfare-decreasing.

43 As stipulated in Article XXIV of the GATT.
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to zero, we can integrate both sides of (10) over the rel-

evant interval. The calculation is considerably simplified

by assuming that the term “H” and income are constant

over this interval.44 Regression results for (18), (19), and

(20) with this total welfare change on the lefthand side in-

stead are presented in Table 4.3. The non-correlation with

distance remains, again, even after controlling for income

levels.45

44 To see that this is not a bad approximation for the purposes at hand,
note that “H” is closely related to the inverse of the marginal util-
ity of income and measures the actual expenditure incurred, at
world prices, for a unit increase in welfare. Imports overall are
less than 10 percent of U.S. consumption. Of this, imports from
any one country are less than about 20 percent (and only for the
highest cases – Canada and Japan), implying that consumption of
imports from any partner country are always less than about 2 per-
cent of overall consumption. Thus, ignoring the impact of changes
in tariffs on this good should not alter “H” by much. For the same
reasons, as well as from the magnitudes of the estimates of the
overall effect in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, it is easy to see that income
changes themselves from preferential tariff reduction against any
one partner country are not large relative to the base level of U.S.
income.

45 The non-correlation with distance persists even if (17), (18), and
(19) are estimated separately by breaking the sample into two even
periods and estimating separately for, say, developed country and
developing country trade partners – thereby alleviating somewhat
concerns that factors like biases in our price indices due to, say,
underlying quality changes may be driving the results.
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To summarize the results, then: First, we obtain signif-

icant estimates of trade creation and trade diversion asso-

ciated with preferential tariff liberalization against various

partner countries. Second, we find the correlation between

the overall welfare effect and distance to be statistically in-

significant and are, therefore, unable to reject the null that

“distance does not matter” – with and without conditioning

on income levels. Thus, this analysis of U.S. data does not

find any evidentiary support for the natural trading partners

idea.
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� CHAPTER FIVE �

Preferential Trading
and Multilateralism

I n the recent revival of interest in PTAs, academic and

policy discussions have been dominated by debates over

the question of the impact of PTAs on the success of the

multilateral process. Many have argued that multilateral-

ism is too slow and inefficient a way of getting to the com-

monly held ideal of global free trade and that PTAs offer a

quicker and surer way. In this context, interesting political-

economy-theoretic questions relating to the interaction be-

tween bilateral agreements and multilateralism have been

raised: Are there incentives for FTAs to keep expanding with

more members so as to move toward multilateral free trade

eventually, or will there be incentives instead to keep new

members out?

To get to the question of the interaction between bilateral

agreements and multilateralism with which this chapter is
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concerned, it is important to identify the factors that influ-

ence the determination of trade policy. Modeling the full

range and relative magnitudes of these factors is a difficult

task. It is, however, obvious that producers and producer

interests play a strong role in determining trade-policy out-

comes. Therefore, we start by describing a rather simple

political economy framework in which the role of produc-

ers is decisive in determining the choice of reciprocal tariff-

reducing arrangements. Trade policy is driven by the gains

or losses of domestic firms under the different trade arrange-

ments being considered. Alternate political economy frame-

works are subsequently considered.

5.1 Endogenous PTAs and Multilateralism:
A Lobbying Model

The formal model presented herein is a simple extension

of the Brander-Krugman (1983) model. In Vinerian fashion

and without loss of generality, the world is split into country

X, country Y (where X and Y are the potential partners in a

bilateral arrangement), and the rest of the world, denoted by

Z . There is a single good produced by firms from each coun-

try. The market structure is one of imperfect competition,
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with oligopolistic firms producing goods that are perfect sub-

stitutes for each other. The markets in the different coun-

tries are assumed to be segmented. The equilibrium concept

is that of Cournot-Nash. We follow Dixit (1984) in assuming

that firms do not incur any transportation costs in supply-

ing the good abroad but that such costs are prohibitive for

any third-party arbitrageurs. As in Brander and Krugman

(1983), it is also assumed that a competitively produced nu-

meraire good also exists and that it is freely traded. This

numeraire good is transferred across countries to settle the

balance of trade.

To facilitate the analysis, the notation is set up as follows:

Let i = X, Y, Z and j = X, Y, Z be country indices. Then, let

qi
j = the quantity supplied by a single firm from

country i in country j ’s markets

Pj = the equilibrium price of the good in country j ’s

markets

π i
j = the profits made by any firm from country i in

country j ’s markets

t i
j = the specific tariff imposed by country j on

imports from i

ni = number of firms in i

n = nx + ny + nz is the total number of firms
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It is assumed that there are no fixed costs of production

and that marginal costs are constant at c in terms of the

numeraire good. Aggregate utility in country j is assumed

to take the form

Uj (K , Qj ) = K + (
Aj Qj − Q2

j /2
)

where K denotes the consumption of the competitively pro-

duced numeraire good and where Qj = �i ni qi
j denotes the

total sales of the oligopolistically produced good in country

j ’s markets by firms from X, Y , and Z .

The price of this good in country j is, therefore, a linear

function of the total output

Pj = Aj − Q j (1)

Uniform non-discriminatory tariffs are initially assumed to

be applied by all countries on imports from other countries.

Therefore, to start with,

t i
j =

{
t if i �= j

0 if i = j

In the usual manner, these tariffs simply add on to marginal

costs of firms, whose effective marginal costs of exports then

become c + t . Each firm regards each country as a separate

market and, therefore, chooses its optimal quantity for each
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country separately. Under the Cournot assumption, firms

are assumed to be maximizing profits taking other firms’

outputs as given with all firms choosing their quantities si-

multaneously. Firms from country i , choosing the quan-

tity to supply in country j , therefore solve the following

problem:

max
qi

j

π i
j = qi

j

[
Aj − Qj − (

c + t i
j

)]

This yields

qi
j =

[
� j +

(
�k nktk

j

n + 1

)
− t i

j

]
(2)

where � j = (Aj − c )/(n + 1) and k = X, Y, Z , as the Nash

equilibrium output level.

From (2), we can derive the following comparative statics

results that help establish the basic intuition of the model.

First,

dq y
x

dt y
x

=
(

ny

n + 1

)
− 1 < 0 (3)

This implies that as tariffs are reduced by X on the partner

country Y , the quantity supplied by the firms from Y in X’s

markets increases Second, we have

dqz
x

dt y
x

=
(

ny

n + 1

)
> 0 (4)
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That is, the opposite is true for Z ’s firms: As tariffs are re-

duced by X on imports from Y , the quantity supplied by

firms from Z in X’s market decreases. Finally,

dqx
x

dt y
x

=
(

ny

n + 1

)
> 0 (5)

Thus, just as for Z ’s firms, a reduction in tariffs by X against

Y will decrease the quantity supplied by X’s firms in their

own domestic markets.

From (1) and (2), it can also easily be seen that

π i
j = [

qi
j

]2
(6)

It follows that with a change in tariffs, firm profits would

change in the same direction as changes in equilibrium qua-

ntities sold by them, as given by equations (3), (4), and (5).

The political economy framework is one where produc-

ers play a decisive role in shaping trade policy.46 We have

46 This may easily be understood to result from the public-good nature
of political activity that is more easily provided by a concentrated
group of producers rather than by large diffuse groups of consumers.
The theoretical and empirical literature on the effectiveness of such
interest groups in bending policy in a direction that is to their benefit
is, of course, quite well developed by now. For the classic theoret-
ical arguments, see Olson (1965), Stigler (1971), Peltzman (1976),
and Becker (1983). O’Halloran (1994) provides a comprehensive
survey.
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in mind an agenda-setting government that considers both

bilateral and multilateral reciprocal tariff reductions. Firms

lobby47 either for or against these proposed trade-regime

changes depending on whether they would see an increase

in their profits following a given change in regime. For in-

stance, a proposed bilateral arrangement between countries

X and Y will be supported by firms from X if they see a net

increase in their profits following this bilateral arrangement.

With a reciprocal reduction in tariffs, firms from either coun-

try would see a reduction in profits in their home market

and an increase in profits made abroad (from [3] and [5]).

In our segmented markets and constant-costs framework,

firm profits in any single market are independent of profits

in other markets, and we can separately compute the losses

in the import-competing side and the gains on the exporting

side. Overall, because in this framework the same firms con-

stitute both the exporting sector and the import-competing

47 Similar to the well-known Findlay and Wellisz (1982) model of
trade-policy determination, the actual lobbying process is not ex-
plicitly modeled here and is left as somewhat of a black box. See also
Grossman and Helpman (1994) whose theory of endogenous pro-
tection formally describes the interaction between firms and orga-
nized lobbies and, further, Mitra (1999) who derives endogenously
the structure of organized lobbies. For a survey discussion of the
empirical validity of such interest-group theories of trade policy de-
termination, see Gawande and Krishna (2003).
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sector, firms from each country would either all gain or

all lose following any trade-policy change. If the gains are

greater than the losses, it is assumed that the proposed trade-

policy change is implemented. Alternately, if exporting firms

and import-competing firms were to be modeled separately,

this assumption regarding the determination of trade policy

would be equivalent to assuming that the winners would be

willing to lobby the government to the full extent of their

expected gains, whereas the losers would be willing to lobby

the government to the full extent of their losses. Thus, if the

winners gain more than the losers lose, the proposed change

will be implemented.

This analysis of the conditions under which the three

countries would reduce tariffs against each other (prefer-

entially or otherwise) is, therefore, carried out by looking

exclusively at the impact of various trade arrangements on

relevant producer profits.48

The remainder of this analysis is structured as follows:

We first examine the conditions under which a bilateral

48 While this assumption has the benefit of yielding tractable closed-
form solutions, the results presented here can be generated under
more general specifications of the political economy process inter
alia. In the appendix 5.6 we present a numerical example in which
consumer interests play a role in the political process as well and in
which the initial tariffs are endogenously determined.
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arrangement will be entered into by X and Y . We then ex-

amine the impact on the incentives for multilateral liberal-

ization vis-à-vis the rest of the world, Z , by comparing the

incentives for such a liberalization both before and after the

bilateral arrangement is in place.

5.1.1 Bilateral Tariff Reductions
Article XXIV of the GATT Articles of Agreement permits

CUs and FTAs. However, these preferential arrangements

are sanctioned only as long as “duties and other regulations

of commerce” on “substantially all trade” are eliminated.

Here, the GATT rules are interpreted as requiring that goods

be freely traded between the parties to the agreement. Ac-

cordingly, a bilateral arrangement between X and Y implies

that t x
y and t y

x have to be set equal to zero.

Let Bqi
j denote the equilibrium quantities that would be

sold once the bilateral arrangement is in place and let Bπ i
j

denote the corresponding profits.

Because producer profits are decisive, for a bilateral ar-

rangement to be supported in country X and country Y , we

need,

� j

(
B
π x

j

)
> � jπ

x
j and � j

(
B
π

y
j

)
> � jπ

y
j
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that is, we need

� j

(
B

qx
j

)2
> � j

(
qx

j

)2
and � j

(
B

q y
j

)2
> � j

(
q y

j

)2
(7)

Simplifying these expressions gives us Proposition 1.

Proposition 1. A bilateral arrangement will only be sup-

ported by X and Y if

[
qx

x + Bqx
x

]
ny <

[
qx

y + Bqx
y

]
(1 + nz + ny) (8)

and

[
q y

y + Bq y
y

]
nx <

[
q y

x + Bq y
x

]
(1 + nz + nx) (9)

These conditions can be derived directly using (2), (7), and

our assumptions regarding the symmetry of initial tariffs (see

Appendix 5.2). They can be interpreted, roughly, as requir-

ing the sales in the partner country to be sufficiently large

relative to home-country sales for the agreement to be sup-

ported by the home country. The intuition here is clear: With

a bilateral arrangement, better access is gained to the part-

ner’s market; the larger the partners market, the greater the

gains. What is lost, however, is market share in your own

market. The gains have to be greater than the losses for the

arrangement to be supported. This gives us conditions that

require the size of the partner’s market to be sufficiently
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large relative to the size of the domestic market for the ar-

rangement to be supported.

Condition (8) has to hold for X to support the arrange-

ment. In addition to the terms denoting the sales in Y ’s

market, the term (1 + nz + ny) enters on the righthand side

of this condition and the term ny enters on the lefthand side

of this equation, which can be interpreted as follows. The

gains in Y ’s market come from two sources:

(1) The reduction in the tariffs imposed by Y against X,

which reduces their effective marginal costs in Y from

c + t to c . This is the direct effect. This accounts for the

“1” in the 1 + ny + nz term.

(2) The reduction in marginal costs of X’s firms relative to

firms from Y and Z shifts the equilibrium quantities in

X’s favor. Firms from X gain a competitive advantage

over the ny firms from Y and the nz firms from Z . This

is the strategic effect. This accounts for the ny + nz in

the 1 + ny + nz term. The larger the number of firms

(ny + nz) over which firms from X gain a strategic ad-

vantage, the greater the strategic effect.

In their own domestic market, there is no direct effect

on X’s firms because their effective marginal costs remain

the same. There is a strategic loss relative to firms from Y
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(whose marginal costs in X similarly fall from c + t to c ),

which accounts for the ny term on the lefthand side of the

equation. Condition (9), which may be interpreted, mutatis

mutandis, in exactly the same manner as (8), needs to hold

for Y to support the bilateral arrangement.

One question that naturally arises is whether conditions

(8) and (9) could hold simultaneously. In other words, could

X’s market be sufficiently large relative to Y and could Y ’s

market be sufficiently large relative to X’s market at the

same time? To answer this question, we first specify (8) and

(9) in terms of the primitives: the parameters of the demand

and cost functions. Using (2), these conditions can be re-

written as

αx <
1

2ny
αy(2 + 2ny + 2nz) − 2tnynz + t(nz)

2

− t(ny)2 − t(1 + ny)2 (10)

and

αy <
1

2nx
αx(2 + 2nx + 2nz) − 2tnx nz + t(nz)

2

− t(nx)2 − t(1 + nx)2 (11)
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where α j = Aj − c .49 Equations (10) and (11) give us our

second proposition.

Proposition 2. If conditions (10) and (11) are both sat-

isfied by (αx , αy, αz, nx , ny, nz), they are necessarily satisfied

by (αx , αy, αz, nx , ny, n′
z) ∀ n′

z > nz.

This is easily verified by examining the righthand side of

conditions (10) and (11). Note that from (2), with initial

trade being non-zero,

αx − tnx = (n + 1)q y
x + t > 0

and

αy − tny = (n + 1)qx
y + t > 0

implying that the righthand sides of conditions (10) and (11)

are increasing in nz. With a larger number of firms from Z ,

both conditions are more likely to hold. The intuition for

this result is as follows: With larger nz, the number of firms

over which firms from X (in Y) and from Y (in X) gain a

49 It can easily be verified that equations (10) and (11) hold together
for a wide range of parameter values (a numerical example is pre-
sented in Appendix 5.3).
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strategic advantage is larger. The strategic effect (causing a

larger diversion of sales away from the rest of the world’s

firms to partner-country firms) is, therefore, larger for both

firms from X selling in Y and for firms from Y selling in X.50

This gives us a strong result: The larger the trade diversion51

that would result from the preferential arrangement, the

more likely it is that the arrangement will be supported by

the partner countries.52

To better interpret conditions (8) and (9), it is useful to

think of the case with nz = 0. In this case, we (trivially)

have no trade diversion. In X, firms from Y take away mar-

ket share only from the domestic firms. Similarly in Y , X’s

firms take away market share only from Y ’s firms. There

is increased competition in both markets, implying that the

strategic effect on net is negative in the absence of trade

diversion. However, due to the direct effect (reduction in

50 The signs of the direct and strategic effects discussed herein can be
shown to hold for more general demand functions than the linear
form considered. See Dixit (1986) for a discussion.

51 That a larger number of firms in Z translates into greater volume
of trade diversion is shown in Appendix 5.5.

52 Independent (and contemporaneous) work by Grossman and
Helpman (1995) arrives at a conclusion that is similar in spirit: A
preferential arrangement would be politically viable if it resulted in
“enhanced protection” for partner-country firms.
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effective marginal costs), it may still be possible for X and Y

to both gain with the bilateral arrangement. To the extent

that direct effects are large enough, they dominate the losses

due to increased competition, and (10) and (11) are both

satisfied. On the other hand, if strategic losses on net domi-

nate the direct effects, firms from both countries see reduced

profits and the bilateral arrangement is not established.

From this discussion, and comparing the lefthand and

righthand sides of (8) and (9) when nz = 0, it would also

appear that, absent any trade diversion gains for partner-

country firms, it would be the case that countries of roughly

the same size would enter into bilateral arrangements. How-

ever, as discussed previously, to the extent that direct ef-

fects (gains) are dominated by strategic losses, (8) and (9)

may, of course, not be satisfied even if the two countries are

completely symmetrical. Most important – and this serves

to highlight the role of trade diversion in this model – the

diversion of trade away from the rest of the world relaxes

both these conditions (as illustrated in Figure 5.1), thus per-

mitting higher profits for firms from both countries even

with asymmetry in partner-country sizes and the number

of firms.

Figure 5.1 illustrates this point. XX represents (10) and

YY represents (11) for any given number of firms from Z ,
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Figure 5.1 Trade Diversion and Preferential Liberalization

nz. X’X’ and Y’Y’ are the loci if the number of firms from Z

is n′
z > nz. With nz firms, the bilateral arrangement will be

supported by X at all points above XX. The arrangement will

be supported by Y at all points below YY. The shaded area

XOY is where both countries would support the bilateral

arrangement. With n′
z firms, X’O’Y’ is the area within which

both X and Y would support the bilateral arrangement.

Note that XOY is contained entirely within X’O’Y’. It can be
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easily verified that the loci shift in the manner indicated in

Figure 5.1. The proof is in Appendix 5.4.

The welfare effects of the bilateral arrangement can

be analyzed using the standard surplus measures. From

Appendix 5.1, we know that overall world welfare in-

creases. Importantly, however, due to trade diversion, wel-

fare unambiguously decreases in the rest of the world (i.e.,

consumer surplus and tariff revenues stay the same while

producer profits decrease – from [4] and [6]). Thus, the part-

ner countries gain in sum. Producer profits increase (by [7])

and consumer surplus increases as well (because a larger

quantity is sold in each market with any tariff reductions;

see Appendix 5.1) for both partner countries. However, tariff

revenues fall (because tariffs on imports from the partner

reduce to zero and imports from the rest of the world are

reduced). Because the partner countries gain in sum, in the

symmetric case, clearly, producer and consumer gains domi-

nate these tariff revenue losses. With some asymmetry, how-

ever, tariff revenue losses may outweigh consumer and pro-

ducer gains for one of the partner countries whose welfare

will consequently fall.53

53 This result that politically supported, trade-diverting PTAs may
result in welfare improvement for member countries, in con-
trast to the popular intuition regarding trade-diverting PTAs being
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5.1.2 Multilateral Tariff Liberalization
Assuming that (10) and (11) are satisfied, and that a bilateral

arrangement is in place between X and Y , we now exam-

ine the incentives that X and Y face for multilateral tariff

liberalization vis-à-vis Z . As stated herein, by multilateral

liberalization, we mean an elimination of tariffs by all coun-

tries on imports from other countries. Prior to the bilateral

arrangement, this implies an equal reduction in tariffs by X,

welfare-decreasing, is similar though not entirely identical, of
course, to the perfectly competitive cases as analyzed by Lipsey
(1957, 1960), Bhagwati (1971), and Michaely (1976). These au-
thors variously showed, in elaboration and partial contradiction of
the classic analysis by Viner (1950, that Vinerian intuition regarding
trade diversion being welfare-decreasing resulted from the exclu-
sion as in Viner’s original analysis) of producer and consumer gains
from the calculus. Thus, they showed that more general analysis
of PTAs that permitted producer and consumer gains could eas-
ily result in welfare improvement even with trade diversion, just
as in the present analysis. Additionally, in an important contribu-
tion that is closer in its workings to the present analysis due to its
consideration of PTAS that involve reciprocal tariff reductions (in
contrast to the analysis of Viner and most subsequent researchers
who analyzed PTAs with unilateral preferential reductions instead),
Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1981) have argued that, with reci-
procity, the scope for terms of trade losses itself is reduced and we
have an even greater possibility of welfare improvement even when
the PTA is trade-diverting. The possibility of welfare reduction, par-
ticularly when countries are asymmetric remains, again, just as in
the present analysis.
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Y , and Z . After the bilateral arrangement between X and

Y , multilateral liberalization implies that X and Y eliminate

their tariffs against a reciprocating Z and that the tariffs im-

posed by X on imports from Y and vice versa continue to be

zero.

Let

�x = � jπ
x
j

B�x = � j

(
B
π x

j

)

and

M�x = � j

(
M

π x
j

)

denote the total profits of a firm from X prior to the bilateral

arrangement, after the bilateral arrangement, and after total

multilateral liberalization, respectively.

As a simplification, assume that the partner countries are

identical – that is, that Ax = Ay and nx = ny . This allows us to

examine the effects of the bilateral arrangement on any one

partner country (instead of having to carry out the analysis

for both partner countries separately). Without any further

loss of generality, we now only look at these effects on firms

from X.
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Consider first the increase in profits with multilateral lib-

eralization before the bilateral arrangement:

M�x − �x = (
M

π x
x − π x

x

) + (
M

π x
y − π x

y

)

+ (
M

π x
z − π x

z

)
(12)

where
(

M
π x

x − π x
x

) = gain in the domestic market < 0
(

M
π x

y − π x
y

) = gain in Y’s market > 0

and
(

M
π x

z − π x
z

) = gain in Z’s market > 0

Next, consider the increase in profits with multilateral lib-

eralization after a bilateral arrangement is in place between

X and Y :

M�x − B�x = (
M

π x
x −B π x

x

) + (
M

π x
y − Bπ x

y

)

+ (
M

π x
z −B π x

z

)
(13)

where
(

M
π x

x − Bπ x
x

) = gain in the domestic market < 0
(

M
π x

y − Bπ x
y

) = gain in Y’s market < 0

and
(

M
π x

z − Bπ x
z

) = gain in Z’s market > 0
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We are finally interested in comparing (M�x − �x) with

(M�x − B�x). Clearly, the change in profits in Z (the third

term in [12] and [13]) is the same, before and after the bi-

lateral arrangement. The second term, the change in profits

in Y , is positive in (12) and negative in (13). The first term

is negative in both cases, but it is less negative in (13), due

to the fact that with the bilateral arrangement, some mar-

ket share is already lost by X’s firms to Y ’s firms and with

the multilateral reduction in tariffs, X’s firms have less to

lose in their own domestic markets than they would have

with direct multilateral liberalization. It may, therefore, ap-

pear that the sign of the difference between the righthand

sides of (12) and (13) may have to be determined para-

metrically, depending on the relative magnitude of these

two opposing factors. However, introducing (7) into (12)

and (13) immediately resolves this and allows us to state

that “politically supported” preferential arrangements nec-

essarily reduce domestic incentives to seek multilateral

tariff liberalization – that is (M�x − �x) − (M�x − B�x) is

always > 0. This can be seen by noting, first, that

(M�x − �x) − (M�x − B�x) = −(�x − B�x)

and second, that from (7), for the bilateral arrangement to
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be supported in the first place,

B�x > �x

which readily gives us

(M�x − �x) − (M�x − B�x) > 0

The point here is simply that the fact that the bilateral ar-

rangement was supported by X and Y in the first place gives

us information about the impact of the bilateral arrange-

ment on multilateral liberalization incentives and helps us

determine unambiguously that preferential arrangements

reduce the incentives for multilateral liberalization.

Although it is now clear that these incentives will be re-

duced, we need to ask if these incentives would ever be

reversed; that is, could multilateral liberalization that was

initially feasible be rendered infeasible by the bilateral ar-

rangement? This consideration gives us Proposition 3.

Proposition 3. Politically supported bilateral arrange-

ments could critically reduce internal incentives for multi-

lateral liberalization. That is, multilateral liberalization that

was otherwise feasible could lose support due to a bilateral

arrangement. This is more likely the larger the trade diver-

sion associated with the bilateral arrangement.
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For this, we need to see if the following conditions could

hold together:

M�x − �x > 0 and M�x − B�x < 0 (14)

With substantial algebraic manipulation, (14) can be re-

written as

h(nz) < αz < g(nz),

where

h(nz) =
(

t

2(1 + nz)

) [
(ny + nz)

2 + (1 + ny)2

+ (1 + nz)
2
] + αx(nz − 1)

(1 + nz)

and

g(nz) =
(

t

2(1 + nz)

) [
2(nz)

2 + (1 + nz)
2
] + 2αx nz

(1 + nz)

as the condition under which the bilateral arrangement can

render infeasible multilateral liberalization.

It is easily verified that

h(nz) < g(nz) (15)

and that

d(g(nz) − h(nz))

dnz
> 0 (16)
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Figure 5.2 PTAs and Incentives for Multilateral Liberalization

If αz lies between h(nz) and g(nz), the bilateral arrangement

would impede multilateral liberalization.54

Figure 5.2 illustrates this point by appropriately parti-

tioning the (αz, nz) space. HH is the locus of points that

54 Although the focus of this book is on internal incentives for multilat-
eral liberalization, it could be that a bilateral arrangement between
X and Y makes an initially uninterested Z seek multilateral trade
liberalization if the bilateral arrangement diverts a large amount of
trade away from it; that is, if �z >M �z >B �z .
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satisfy h(nz) = αz and GG is the locus of points that sat-

isfy g(nz) = αz. HH and GG, therefore, correspond to points

at which multilateral liberalization is just feasible, initially

and after the bilateral arrangement is in place, respectively.

Initially, multilateral liberalization is feasible above HH and

infeasible below. After the bilateral arrangement is in place,

multilateral liberalization is feasible above GG and infeasible

below. Therefore, between GG and HH, the bilateral arrange-

ment would render infeasible multilateral liberalization. The

intuition is as follows: For a given value of nz, a larger αz (a

direct measure of the size of Z ’s market) implies larger gains

for both X and Y following a reciprocal reduction in tariffs

against Z . After the bilateral arrangement is in place, for

multilateral liberalization to be feasible, an even larger αz

is required. With multilateral liberalization, Z ’s firms gain

equal access to the markets in X and Y . This eliminates

the gains that X and Y had enjoyed due to the preferen-

tial access to each other’s markets. A larger αz is, therefore,

required to offset this. This is why the GG locus is above

the HH locus. Note also that with larger nz, there is a wider

range of values of αz for which the bilateral arrangement

would render multilateral liberalization infeasible. This fol-

lows directly from the fact that with larger nz, the bilateral ar-

rangement results in larger trade diversion gains for X and Y
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(Proposition 2), which would now be eliminated requiring

even higher values of αz for multilateral liberalization to still

be supported by X and Y . Therefore, the larger the trade di-

version resulting from the PTA, the more likely it is that

multilateral liberalization loses support.55

To summarize, our analysis of PTAs reaches two conclu-

sions: (1) PTAs that divert trade away from the rest of the

world are more likely to be supported politically; and (2) that

such PTAs will reduce the incentives for multilateral liberal-

ization. It is also shown that in some cases, this reduction in

incentives could be critical: Multilateral liberalization that is

initially feasible could be rendered infeasible by PTAs.

5.2 Endogenous PTAs and Multilateralism:
A Median Voter Model

An elegant and alternate analysis of endogenous PTA for-

mation in which the political economy process is assumed

to be that of direct democracy (with voters voting over trade

55 It is easy to show that if we started with four countries, X, Y, R, and
Z , and considered bilateral arrangements in sequence (between X
and Y first and then between X and Y and R), the GG curve would
be pushed even higher following the second bilateral arrangement,
resulting in a larger range of values of αz and nz for which total
multilateral liberalization would become infeasible.
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policy) was provided by Levy (1997). Interestingly, while in

this framework the motivations for countries to enter into

PTAs are quite different from those discussed for the pre-

vious framework, Levy reaches similar conclusions about

the interaction between bilateral agreements and multi-

lateralism. Bilateral agreements may impede multilateral

progress – that is, otherwise feasible multilateral agreements

can be rendered infeasible by bilateral agreements.

The details of Levy’s model are as follows. Consider a

world in which there are three countries – A, B, and C –

where A and B are potential partners in a PTA. Two types

of goods are assumed to be produced in each of these coun-

tries: (1) a homogeneous good produced using capital and

labor under constant returns to scale; and (2) a differenti-

ated good of which many different varieties are produced,

also using capital and labor, but under increasing returns

to scale (with the market for this product characterized by

monopolistic competition). Ownership of the factors of pro-

duction is assumed to be uneven across individuals (i.e.,

all agents supply the same unit quantity of labor but dif-

fer in the amount of capital they own). The homogeneous

good and the differentiated good are assumed to be pro-

duced using different factor intensities. Trade liberalization

in this framework has two types of effects on an individual
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in the liberalizing economy. First, a move from autarky to

trade increases the number of varieties that all individuals

in the economy can consume. Second, as in the standard

Heckscher–Ohlin model, trade involves changes in relative

rewards to factors that would bring gains to or hurt an indi-

vidual depending on the extent of that individual’s relative

ownership of those factors. The political process, as has al-

ready been mentioned, is one of direct democracy. Given

the assumptions of the model, Levy shows that the voter

with the median capital/labor ratio will be of primary im-

portance because that voter will always be in the majority

on any vote.

Now, consider first the economy of home country A

under autarky. It is easy see that a median voter’s util-

ity in this country can be represented by the inverted U-

shaped plot of utility level versus the economy’s capital/labor

endowment as shown in Figure 5.3. Here, the median

voter’s capital/labor (ownership) ratio is given by the point

km = Km/Lm. If the economy overall had the same

capital/labor ratio as this median voter, the level of utility

derived by the median voter is given by the point U min
m .

On the other hand, if the capital/labor ratio of the econ-

omy were, say, kA, the agent would have a level of utility
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k

U

UmAUT

UmPTA

kA kmin km

UAUT
UPTA

UMULT

kmax

UmMIN

Figure 5.3 Median Voter Choices: PTA vs. Multilateral Free Trade

U AU T
m , which is higher than UMIN

m because this agent is now

effectively able to trade with the rest of the country and

benefit from this. Consider that A enters into a FTA with B,

which is assumed for the purposes of the argument to have
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the same identical endowments and production technology

as A. The capital/labor ratio of this integrated economy is

the same as that of A before – that is, it is kA. However, the

number of varieties that the median voter in A can consume

is higher, which increases his or her utility (with the entire

utility curve shifting out from U to UPTA). The welfare of

the median voter is now higher. Consider now a proposed

multilateral extension of this PTA that involves integration

with country C. This will raise the utility curve farther out to

UMULT . However, the rest of the world may have a capital/

labor ratio such that the median voter’s utility may actually

drop. Specifically, if the integrated world economy overall

has a capital/labor ratio lower than kmin but higher than kmax ,

then such a multilateral agreement will be rejected by the

median voter in A after the PTA, even though this represents

an improvement over the initial situation (i.e., autarky). It

is in this sense that bilateralism may impede feasible multi-

lateral progress in the Levy model.56

56 A similar finding is reached by McLaren (2002) who develops a the-
ory of “insidious” regionalism. Here private parties in member coun-
tries make investment decisions that make bloc member countries
more specialized towards one another but makes bloc and non-bloc
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5.2.1 Domino Effects
In reaching the conclusion that multilateral progress may

be impeded by bilateral agreements, the two theoretical

frameworks (Krishna [1998] and Levy [1997]) both con-

sider incentives for member countries to expand PTAs. Bald-

win (1995), on the other hand, examines incentives for non-

members to want to enter into expanding PTAs. He argues

that the incentives for non-members to join an existing FTA

increase as the number of member countries in the agree-

ment rise. The argument is a straightforward one. Imagine

that non-members need to balance out the economic ben-

efits of entry into the PTA (i.e., the benefit of gaining the

preferential access) with other costs of entry (e.g., politi-

cal costs). Consider now an initial equilibrium in which the

non-member country is indifferent between joining and not

joining. Other non-members with higher political costs may,

on balance, have even less incentive to join the PTA. An ex-

ogenous shock that improves the level of integration of the

PTA or the size of the PTA will now tip the balance for the

marginal non-member in favor of joining. This, in turn, leads

countries mutually less specialized, thus diminishing the ex-post
demand for multilateral free trade.
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to greater incentives for the remaining non-members – thus,

the domino effect.57

The question of the interaction between multilateralism

and preferential trade is a difficult one. Some of the research

papers discussed suggest that PTAs may be an impediment to

multilateral liberalization, others suggest otherwise.58 This

makes it difficult to reach robust policy conclusions with

great certitude. The rapid proliferation of complex and over-

lapping PTAs and the distortions that they bring to the trad-

ing system have led many economists to reassert strongly

their faith in the multilateral process, for it is clear that elim-

ination of multilateral barriers eliminates all incentives for

preferential trading as well.

57 Andriamananjara (2002) models jointly the incentives for mem-
bers to expand existing FTAs and for non-members to join them,
finding that the PTA will expand initially but will stop short of
reaching global free trade. A similar finding is reached by Bond and
Syropoulos (1996) in a somewhat different modeling framework.

58 Indeed, other analysts arrive at even more ambivalent conclusions
on this interaction. Thus, using the framework of self-enforcing
trade agreements, Bagwell and Staiger (1997) investigate how mul-
tilateral behavior is impacted during the phase-in period for tariff
reduction with PTAs and argue that the behavior of multilateral
tariffs is both non-monotonic and dependent on whether the con-
cerned PTA is an FTA or a CU. Further, Freund (2000), using a
similar framework, finds that the incentives to form PTAs may well
depend on the level of multilateral tariffs themselves. See Bohara,
Gawande and Sanguinetti (2004) and Limao (2004) for related em-
pirical analyses.
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Chapter 2

2.1 GATT: Article XXIV and Understanding on
the Interpretation of Article XXIV of the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994

GATT: Article XXIV

Territorial Application – Frontier Traffic – Customs Unions and

Free-Trade Areas

1. The provisions of this Agreement shall apply to the

metropolitan customs territories of the contracting par-

ties and to any other customs territories in respect of

which this Agreement has been accepted under Article

XXVI or is being applied under Article XXXIII or pur-

suant to the Protocol of Provisional Application. Each
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such customs territory shall, exclusively for the pur-

poses of the territorial application of this Agreement,

be treated as though it were a contracting party; pro-

vided that the provisions of this paragraph shall not be

construed to create any rights or obligations as between

two or more customs territories in respect of which this

Agreement has been accepted under Article XXVI or is

being applied under Article XXXIII or pursuant to the

Protocol of Provisional Application by a single contract-

ing party.

2. For the purposes of this Agreement, a customs territory

shall be understood to mean any territory with respect to

which separate tariffs or other regulations of commerce

are maintained for a substantial part of the trade of such

territory with other territories.

3. The provisions of this Agreement shall not be construed

to prevent:

(a) Advantages accorded by any contracting party to ad-

jacent countries in order to facilitate frontier traffic;

(b) Advantages accorded to the trade with the Free

Territory of Trieste by countries contiguous to that

territory, provided that such advantages are not in

conflict with the Treaties of Peace arising out of the

Second World War.
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4. The contracting parties recognize the desirability of in-

creasing freedom of trade by the development, through

voluntary agreements, of closer integration between the

economies of the countries parties to such agreements.

They also recognize that the purpose of a customs union

or of a free-trade area should be to facilitate trade be-

tween the constituent territories and not to raise barri-

ers to the trade of other contracting parties with such

territories.

5. Accordingly, the provisions of this Agreement shall not

prevent, as between the territories of contracting parties,

the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area

or the adoption of an interim agreement necessary for

the formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area;

provided that:

(a) with respect to a customs union, or an interim agree-

ment leading to a formation of a customs union, the

duties and other regulations of commerce imposed

at the institution of any such union or interim agree-

ment in respect of trade with contracting parties not

parties to such union or agreement shall not on the

whole be higher or more restrictive than the general

incidence of the duties and regulations of commerce

applicable in the constituent territories prior to the
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formation of such union or the adoption of such in-

terim agreement, as the case may be;

(b) with respect to a free-trade area, or an interim agree-

ment leading to the formation of a free-trade area,

the duties and other regulations of commerce main-

tained in each of the constituent territories and ap-

plicable at the formation of such free-trade area or

the adoption of such interim agreement to the trade

of contracting parties not included in such area or

not parties to such agreement shall not be higher

or more restrictive than the corresponding duties

and other regulations of commerce existing in the

same constituent territories prior to the formation

of the free-trade area, or interim agreement as the

case may be; and

(c) any interim agreement referred to in sub-paragraphs

(a) and (b) shall include a plan and schedule for the

formation of such a customs union or of such a free-

trade area within a reasonable length of time.

6. If, in fulfilling the requirements of sub-paragraph 5 (a),

a contracting party proposes to increase any rate of duty

inconsistently with the provisions of Article II, the pro-

cedure set forth in Article XXVIII shall apply. In provid-

ing for compensatory adjustment, due account shall be
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taken of the compensation already afforded by the re-

duction brought about in the corresponding duty of the

other constituents of the union.

7. (a) Any contracting party deciding to enter into a cus-

toms union or free-trade area, or an interim agree-

ment leading to the formation of such a union or

area, shall promptly notify the Contracting Parties

and shall make available to them such information

regarding the proposed union or area as will enable

them to make such reports and recommendations to

contracting parties as they may deem appropriate.

(b) If, after having studied the plan and schedule in-

cluded in an interim agreement referred to in para-

graph 5 in consultation with the parties to that

agreement and taking due account of the informa-

tion made available in accordance with the provi-

sions of sub-paragraph (a), the Contracting Parties

find that such agreement is not likely to result in the

formation of a customs union or of a free-trade area

within the period contemplated by the parties to the

agreement or that such period is not a reasonable

one, the Contracting Parties shall make recommen-

dations to the parties to the agreement. The parties

shall not maintain or put into force, as the case may
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be, such agreement if they are not prepared to mod-

ify it in accordance with these recommendations.

(c) Any substantial change in the plan or schedule re-

ferred to in paragraph 5 (c) shall be communicated

to the Contracting Parties, which may request the

contracting parties concerned to consult with them

if the change seems likely to jeopardize or delay un-

duly the formation of the customs union or of the

free-trade area.

8. For the purposes of this Agreement:

(a) A customs union shall be understood to mean the

substitution of a single customs territory for two or

more customs territories, so that

(i) duties and other restrictive regulations of com-

merce (except, where necessary, those permit-

ted under Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XX)

are eliminated with respect to substantially all

the trade between the constituent territories of

the union or at least with respect to substantially

all the trade in products originating in such ter-

ritories, and,

(ii) subject to the provisions of paragraph 9, sub-

stantially the same duties and other regulations

of commerce are applied by each of the members
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of the union to the trade of territories not in-

cluded in the union.

(b) A free-trade area shall be understood to mean a

group of two or more customs territories in which

the duties and other restrictive regulations of com-

merce (except, where necessary, those permitted

under Articles XI, XII, XIII, XIV, XV, and XX) are

eliminated on substantially all the trade between

the constituent territories in products originating in

such territories.

9. The preferences referred to in paragraph 2 of Article

I shall not be affected by the formation of a customs

union or of a free-trade area but may be eliminated or

adjusted by means of negotiations with contracting par-

ties affected.∗ This procedure of negotiations with af-

fected contracting parties shall, in particular, apply to

the elimination of preferences required to conform with

the provisions of paragraph 8 (a)(i) and paragraph 8 (b).

10. The Contracting Parties may by a two-thirds major-

ity approve proposals which do not fully comply with

the requirements of paragraphs 5 to 9 inclusive, pro-

vided that such proposals lead to the formation of a

customs union or a free-trade area in the sense of this

Article.
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11. Taking into account the exceptional circumstances aris-

ing out of the establishment of India and Pakistan as

independent States and recognizing the fact that they

have long constituted an economic unit, the contract-

ing parties agree that the provisions of this Agreement

shall not prevent the two countries from entering into

special arrangements with respect to the trade between

them, pending the establishment of their mutual trade

relations on a definitive basis.∗

12. Each contracting party shall take such reasonable mea-

sures as may be available to it to ensure observance of

the provisions of this Agreement by the regional and

local governments and authorities within its territories.

Ad Article XXIV

Paragraph 9

It is understood that the provisions of Article I would require

that, when a product which has been imported into the ter-

ritory of a member of a customs union or free-trade area

at a preferential rate of duty is re-exported to the territory

of another member of such union or area, the latter mem-

ber should collect a duty equal to the difference between

the duty already paid and any higher duty that would be
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payable if the product were being imported directly into its

territory.

Paragraph 11

Measures adopted by India and Pakistan in order to carry

out definitive trade arrangements between them, once they

have been agreed upon, might depart from particular provi-

sions of this Agreement, but these measures would in gen-

eral be consistent with the objectives of the Agreement.

Understanding on the Interpretation of
Article XXIV of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade 1994

Members,

Having regard to the provisions of Article XXIV of GATT 1994;

Recognizing that customs unions and free-trade areas have

greatly increased in number and importance since the es-

tablishment of GATT 1947 and today cover a significant pro-

portion of world trade;

Recognizing the contribution to the expansion of world

trade that may be made by closer integration between the

economies of the parties to such agreements;
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Recognizing also that such contribution is increased if the

elimination between the constituent territories of duties

and other restrictive regulations of commerce extends to

all trade, and diminished if any major sector of trade is

excluded;

Reaffirming that the purpose of such agreements should be to

facilitate trade between the constituent territories and not

to raise barriers to the trade of other Members with such

territories; and that in their formation or enlargement the

parties to them should to the greatest possible extent avoid

creating adverse effects on the trade of other Members;

Convinced also of the need to reinforce the effectiveness of the

role of the Council for Trade in Goods in reviewing agree-

ments notified under Article XXIV, by clarifying the criteria

and procedures for the assessment of new or enlarged agree-

ments, and improving the transparency of all Article XXIV

agreements;

Recognizing the need for a common understanding of the

obligations of Members under paragraph 12 of Article XXIV;

Hereby agree as follows:

1. Customs unions, free-trade areas, and interim agree-

ments leading to the formation of a customs union or
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free-trade area, to be consistent with Article XXIV, must

satisfy, inter alia, the provisions of paragraphs 5, 6, 7,

and 8 of that Article.

Article XXIV:5

2. The evaluation under paragraph 5(a) of Article XXIV

of the general incidence of the duties and other reg-

ulations of commerce applicable before and after the

formation of a customs union shall in respect of du-

ties and charges be based upon an overall assessment of

weighted average tariff rates and of customs duties col-

lected. This assessment shall be based on import statis-

tics for a previous representative period to be supplied

by the customs union, on a tariff-line basis and in val-

ues and quantities, broken down by WTO country of

origin. The Secretariat shall compute the weighted av-

erage tariff rates and customs duties collected in accor-

dance with the methodology used in the assessment of

tariff offers in the Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade

Negotiations. For this purpose, the duties and charges

to be taken into consideration shall be the applied rates

of duty. It is recognized that for the purpose of the over-

all assessment of the incidence of other regulations of

commerce for which quantification and aggregation are
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difficult, the examination of individual measures, regu-

lations, products covered and trade flows affected may

be required.

3. The ”reasonable length of time” referred to in paragraph

5(c) of Article XXIV should exceed 10 years only in ex-

ceptional cases. In cases where Members parties to an

interim agreement believe that 10 years would be insuf-

ficient, they shall provide a full explanation to the Coun-

cil for Trade in Goods of the need for a longer period.

Article XXIV:6

4. Paragraph 6 of Article XXIV establishes the procedure to

be followed when a Member forming a customs union

proposes to increase a bound rate of duty. In this regard,

Members reaffirm that the procedure set forth in Arti-

cle XXVIII, as elaborated in the guidelines adopted on

10 November 1980 (BISD 27S/26-28) and in the Un-

derstanding on the Interpretation of Article XXVIII of

GATT 1994, must be commenced before tariff conces-

sions are modified or withdrawn upon the formation of

a customs union or an interim agreement leading to the

formation of a customs union.

5. These negotiations will be entered into in good

faith with a view to achieving mutually satisfactory
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compensatory adjustment. In such negotiations, as re-

quired by paragraph 6 of Article XXIV, due account shall

be taken of reductions of duties on the same tariff line

made by other constituents of the customs union upon

its formation. Should such reductions not be sufficient

to provide the necessary compensatory adjustment, the

customs union would offer compensation, which may

take the form of reductions of duties on other tariff lines.

Such an offer shall be taken into consideration by the

Members having negotiating rights in the binding being

modified or withdrawn. Should the compensatory ad-

justment remain unacceptable, negotiations should be

continued. Where, despite such efforts, agreement in

negotiations on compensatory adjustment under Arti-

cle XXVIII as elaborated by the Understanding on the

Interpretation of Article XXVIII of GATT 1994 cannot

be reached within a reasonable period from the initi-

ation of negotiations, the customs union shall, never-

theless, be free to modify or withdraw the concessions;

affected Members shall then be free to withdraw sub-

stantially equivalent concessions in accordance with

Article XXVIII.

6. GATT 1994 imposes no obligation on Members bene-

fiting from a reduction of duties consequent upon the
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formation of a customs union, or an interim agreement

leading to the formation of a customs union, to provide

compensatory adjustment to its constituents.

Review of Customs Unions and Free-Trade Areas

7. All notifications made under paragraph 7(a) of Article

XXIV shall be examined by a working party in the light of

the relevant provisions of GATT 1994 and of paragraph

1 of this Understanding. The working party shall submit

a report to the Council for Trade in Goods on its find-

ings in this regard. The Council for Trade in Goods may

make such recommendations to Members as it deems

appropriate.

8. In regard to interim agreements, the working party may

in its report make appropriate recommendations on the

proposed time-frame and on measures required to com-

plete the formation of the customs union or free-trade

area. It may, if necessary, provide for further review of

the agreement.

9. Members parties to an interim agreement shall notify

substantial changes in the plan and schedule included

in that agreement to the Council for Trade in Goods

and, if so requested, the Council shall examine the

changes.
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10. Should an interim agreement notified under paragraph

7(a) of Article XXIV not include a plan and schedule,

contrary to paragraph 5(c) of Article XXIV, the work-

ing party shall in its report recommend such a plan

and schedule. The parties shall not maintain or put into

force, as the case may be, such agreement if they are

not prepared to modify it in accordance with these rec-

ommendations. Provision shall be made for subsequent

review of the implementation of the recommendations.

11. Customs unions and constituents of free-trade areas

shall report periodically to the Council for Trade in

Goods, as envisaged by the CONTRACTING PARTIES to

GATT 1947 in their instruction to the GATT 1947 Coun-

cil concerning reports on regional agreements (BISD

18S/38), on the operation of the relevant agreement.

Any significant changes and/or developments in the

agreements should be reported as they occur.

Dispute Settlement

12. The provisions of Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1994

as elaborated and applied by the Dispute Settlement Un-

derstanding may be invoked with respect to any matters

arising from the application of those provisions of Arti-

cle XXIV relating to customs unions, free-trade areas, or
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interim agreements leading to the formation of a cus-

toms union or free-trade area.

Article XXIV:12

13. Each Member is fully responsible under GATT 1994 for

the observance of all provisions of GATT 1994, and shall

take such reasonable measures as may be available to it

to ensure such observance by regional and local govern-

ments and authorities within its territory.

14. The provisions of Articles XXII and XXIII of GATT 1994

as elaborated and applied by the Dispute Settlement

Understanding may be invoked in respect of measures

affecting its observance taken by regional or local gov-

ernments or authorities within the territory of a Mem-

ber. When the Dispute Settlement Body has ruled that a

provision of GATT 1994 has not been observed, the re-

sponsible Member shall take such reasonable measures

as may be available to it to ensure its observance. The

provisions relating to compensation and suspension of

concessions or other obligations apply in cases where it

has not been possible to secure such observance.

15. Each Member undertakes to accord sympathetic consid-

eration to and afford adequate opportunity for consul-

tation regarding any representations made by another
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Member concerning measures affecting the operation of

GATT 1994 taken within the territory of the former.

Developing Country Exception

Decision of 28 November 1979 (L/4903)

Following negotiations within the framework of the Multi-

lateral Trade Negotiations, the CONTRACTING PARTIES de-

cide as follows:

1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Article I of the Gen-

eral Agreement, contracting parties may accord dif-

ferential and more favorable treatment to developing

countries(1), without according such treatment to other

contracting parties.

2. The provisions of paragraph 1 apply to the following (2 ):

a) Preferential tariff treatment accorded by developed

contracting parties to products originating in devel-

oping countries in accordance with the Generalized

System of Preferences (3);

b) Differential and more favorable treatment with re-

spect to the provisions of the General Agreement

concerning non-tariff measures governed by the
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provisions of instruments multilaterally negotiated

under the auspices of the GATT;

c) Regional or global arrangements entered into

amongst less-developed contracting parties for the

mutual reduction or elimination of tariffs and, in ac-

cordance with criteria or conditions which may be

prescribed by the CONTRACTING PARTIES, for the

mutual reduction or elimination of non-tariff mea-

sures, on products imported from one another;

d) Special treatment on the least developed among the

developing countries in the context of any general or

specific measures in favor of developing countries.

3. Any differential and more favorable treatment provided

under this clause:

a) shall be designed to facilitate and promote the trade

of developing countries and not to raise barriers to

or create undue difficulties for the trade of any other

contracting parties;

b) shall not constitute an impediment to the reduction

or elimination of tariffs and other restrictions to trade

on a most-favored-nation basis;

c) shall in the case of such treatment accorded by de-

veloped contracting parties to developing countries

be designed and, if necessary, modified, to respond
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positively to the development, financial, and trade

needs of developing countries.

4. Any contracting party taking action to introduce an ar-

rangement pursuant to paragraphs 1, 2, and 3 above or

subsequently taking action to introduce modification or

withdrawal of the differential and more favorable treat-

ment so provided shall:(4)

a) notify the CONTRACTING PARTIES and furnish

them with all the information they may deem ap-

propriate relating to such action;

b) afford adequate opportunity for prompt consulta-

tions at the request of any interested contracting

party with respect to any difficulty or matter that

may arise. The CONTRACTING PARTIES shall, if re-

quested to do so by such contracting party, consult

with all contracting parties concerned with respect

to the matter with a view to reaching solutions sat-

isfactory to all such contracting parties.

5. The developed countries do not expect reciprocity for

commitments made by them in trade negotiations to

reduce or remove tariffs and other barriers to the trade

of developing countries, i.e., the developed countries

do not expect the developing countries, in the course

of trade negotiations, to make contributions which are
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inconsistent with their individual development, finan-

cial, and trade needs. Developed contracting parties shall

therefore not seek, neither shall less-developed con-

tracting parties be required to make, concessions that

are inconsistent with the latter’s development, finan-

cial, and trade needs.

6. Having regard to the special economic difficulties and

the particular development, financial, and trade needs of

the least-developed countries, the developed countries

shall exercise the utmost restraint in seeking any conces-

sions or contributions for commitments made by them

to reduce or remove tariffs and other barriers to the trade

of such countries, and the least-developed countries

shall not be expected to make concessions or contribu-

tions that are inconsistent with the recognition of their

particular situation and problems.

7. The concessions and contributions made and the obli-

gations assumed by developed and less-developed con-

tracting parties under the provisions of the General

Agreement should promote the basic objectives of the

Agreement, including those embodied in the Preamble

and in Article XXXVI. Less-developed contracting par-

ties expect that their capacity to make contributions or

negotiated concessions or take other mutually agreed
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action under the provisions and procedures of the Gen-

eral Agreement would improve with the progressive de-

velopment of their economies and improvement in their

trade situation and they would accordingly expect to

participate more fully in the framework of rights and

obligations under the General Agreement.

8. Particular account shall be taken of the serious difficulty

of the least-developed countries in making concessions

and contributions in view of their special economic situ-

ation and their development, financial, and trade needs.

9. The contracting parties will collaborate in arrangements

for review of the operation of these provisions, bear-

ing in mind the need for individual and joint efforts by

contracting parties to meet the development needs of

developing countries and the objectives of the General

Agreement.

Source: http://www.wto.org
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2.2. Preferential Trade Agreements Notified
to the GATT/ WTO and in Force

GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

EC accession of
Austria, Finland
and Sweden

1-Jan-95 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
customs
union

EC accession of
Portugal and
Spain

1-Jan-86 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
customs
union

EC accession of
Greece

1-Jan-81 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
customs
union

EC accession of
Denmark,
Ireland and
United Kingdom

1-Jan-73 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
customs
union

CEFTA accession
of Bulgaria

1-Jan-99 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
free trade
agreement

CEFTA accession
of Romania

1-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
free trade
agreement

CEFTA accession
of Slovenia

1-Jan-96 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
free trade
agreement
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

EFTA accession
of Iceland

1-Mar-70 GATT Art. XXIV Accession to
free trade
agreement

EC accession of
Austria, Finland
and Sweden

1-Jan-95 GATS Art. V Accession to
services
agreement

EAEC 8-Oct-97 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

EC – Andorra 1-Jul-91 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

EC – Turkey 1-Jan-96 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

Czech
Republic –
Slovak Republic

1-Jan-93 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

MERCOSUR 29-Nov-91 Enabling Clause Customs
union

CARICOM 1-Aug-73 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

EC – Cyprus 1-Jun-73 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

EC – Malta 1-Apr-71 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

(continued )
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

CACM 12-Oct-61 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

EC (Treaty of
Rome)

1-Jan-58 GATT Art. XXIV Customs
union

Bulgaria –
Lithuania

1-Mar-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Bulgaria – Israel 1-Jan-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Bulgaria – Latvia 1-Apr-03 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Bulgaria –
Estonia

1-Jan-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Singapore 1-Jan-03 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Canada – Costa
Rica

1-Nov-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Croatia 1-Mar-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Jordan 1-May-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Japan –
Singapore

30-Nov-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

India – Sri Lanka 15-Dec-01 Enabling Clause Free trade
agreement

Chile – Costa
Rica

15-Feb-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Turkey – Slovenia 1-Jun-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

United States –
Jordan

17-Dec-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Jordan 1-Jan-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Croatia 1-Jan-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia – Bosnia
and Herzegovina

1-Jan-02 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – FYROM 1-Jun-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Hungary –
Estonia

1-Mar-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

New Zealand –
Singapore

1-Jan-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Mexico 1-Jul-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

(continued )
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Chile – Mexico 1-Aug-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Mexico – Israel 1-Jul-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Armenia

11-Nov-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Azerbaijan

10-Jul-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Kazakhstan

16-Jul-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Russian
Federation

10-May-94 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Turkmenistan

1-Jan-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Georgia –
Ukraine

4-Jun-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Former
Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia

1-Jan-01 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Latvia – Turkey 1-Jul-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Turkey – Former
Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia

1-Sep-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Armenia

27-Oct-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – South Africa 1-Jan-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Morocco 1-Mar-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Israel 1-Jun-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Mexico 1-Jul-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Estonia – Ukraine 14-Mar-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Poland – Turkey 1-May-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Morocco 1-Dec-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Bulgaria – Former
Yugoslav Republic
of Macedonia

1-Jan-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

(continued )
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Hungary – Latvia 1-Jan-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Hungary –
Lithuania

1-Mar-00 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

CIS 30-Dec-94 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Kazakhstan

11-Nov-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Poland – Latvia 1-Jun-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Palestinian
Authority

1-Jul-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Poland – Faroe
Islands

1-Jun-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

BAFTA 1-Apr-94 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Moldova

21-Nov-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Russian
Federation

24-Apr-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Ukraine

19-Jan-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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GATT/WTO notification

Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Kyrgyz Republic –
Uzbekistan

20-Mar-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Bulgaria – Turkey 1-Jan-99 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Czech Republic –
Turkey

1-Sep-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovak Republic –
Turkey

1-Sep-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Tunisia 1-Mar-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Estonia – Turkey 1-Jun-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia – Israel 1-Sep-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Poland – Israel 1-Mar-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Estonia – Faroe
Islands

1-Dec-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Czech Republic –
Estonia

12-Feb-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

(continued )
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Slovak Republic –
Estonia

12-Feb-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Lithuania – Turkey 1-Mar-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Israel – Turkey 1-May-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Romania – Turkey 1-Feb-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Hungary – Turkey 1-Apr-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Czech Republic –
Israel

1-Dec-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovak Republic –
Israel

1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia – Croatia 1-Jan-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Hungary – Israel 1-Feb-98 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Poland – Lithuania 1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovak
Republic – Latvia

1-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Slovak
Republic –
Lithuania

1-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Czech
Republic – Latvia

1-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Czech
Republic –
Lithuania

1-Sep-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Romania –
Moldova

1-Jan-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Canada – Chile 5-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Palestinian
Authority

1-Jul-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia –
Estonia

1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia –
Former Yugoslav
Republic of
Macedonia

1-Sep-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Slovenia – Latvia 1-Aug-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

(continued )
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Slovenia –
Lithuania

1-Mar-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Faroe
Islands

1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Canada – Israel 1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Slovenia 1-Jan-97 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Estonia 1-Jun-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Latvia 1-Jun-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Lithuania 1-Aug-96 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Czech
Republic

1-Mar-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Slovak
Republic

1-Mar-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Faroe Islands –
Norway

1-Jul-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Faroe Islands –
Switzerland

1-Mar-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

Faroe Islands –
Iceland

1-Jul-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

EFTA – Slovenia 1-Jul-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Lithuania 1-Jan-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Estonia 1-Jan-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Latvia 1-Jan-95 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Bulgaria 31-Dec-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Romania 1-May-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

CEFTA 1-Mar-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Hungary 1-Oct-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Poland 15-Nov-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Bulgaria 1-Jul-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Romania 1-May-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

(continued )
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

NAFTA 1-Jan-94 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Israel 1-Jan-93 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Czech
Republic

1-Jul-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Slovak
Republic

1-Jul-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Hungary 1-Mar-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Poland 1-Mar-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA – Turkey 1-Apr-92 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

United States –
Israel

19-Aug-85 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

CER 1-Jan-83 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Egypt 1-Jul-77 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Lebanon 1-Jul-77 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

EC – Syria 1-Jul-77 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

PATCRA 1-Feb-77 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Algeria 1-Jul-76 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Norway 1-Jul-73 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Iceland 1-Apr-73 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – Switzerland
and Liechtenstein

1-Jan-73 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EC – OCTs 1-Jan-71 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EFTA (Stockholm
Convention)

3-May-60 GATT Art. XXIV Free trade
agreement

EAC 7-Jul-00 Enabling Clause Other

CEMAC 24-Jun-99 Enabling Clause Other

WAEMU/UEMOA 1-Jan-00 Enabling Clause Other

MSG 22-Jul-93 Enabling Clause Other

(continued )
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Agreement into force provisions agreement

COMESA 8-Dec-94 Enabling Clause Other

SAPTA 7-Dec-95 Enabling Clause Other

AFTA 28-Jan-92 Enabling Clause Other

CAN 25-May-88 Enabling Clause Other

ECO not available Enabling Clause Other

Laos – Thailand 20-Jun-91 Enabling Clause Other

GCC not available Enabling Clause Other

LAIA 18-Mar-81 Enabling Clause Other

SPARTECA 1-Jan-81 Enabling Clause Other

Bangkok
Agreement

17-Jun-76 Enabling Clause Other

GSTP 19-Apr-89 Enabling Clause Other

PTN 11-Feb-73 Enabling Clause Other

TRIPARTITE 1-Apr-68 Enabling Clause Other

CARICOM 1-Jul-97 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EFTA – Singapore 1-Jan-03 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EFTA 1-Jun-02 GATS Art. V Services
agreement
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Japan –
Singapore

30-Nov-02 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

United States –
Jordan

17-Dec-01 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Mexico 1-Mar-01 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

Chile – Costa
Rica

15-Feb-02 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Slovenia 1-Feb-99 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Lithuania 1-Feb-98 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Estonia 1-Feb-98 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Latvia 1-Feb-99 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

New Zealand –
Singapore

1-Jan-01 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EFTA – Mexico 1-Jul-01 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

Chile – Mexico 1-Aug-99 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

(continued )
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Date of entry Related Type of
Agreement into force provisions agreement

Canada – Chile 5-Jul-97 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Bulgaria 1-Feb-95 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EEA 1-Jan-94 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Czech
Republic

1-Feb-95 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Romania 1-Feb-95 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Hungary 1-Feb-94 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Poland 1-Feb-94 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC – Slovak
Republic

1-Feb-95 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

CER 1-Jan-89 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

EC (Treaty of
Rome)

1-Jan-58 GATS Art. V Services
agreement

NAFTA 1-Apr-94 GATS Art. V Services
agreement
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Chapter 3

3.1 NAFTA Rules of Origin

We draw on LaNasa (1993) to offer a brief description of the

NAFTA rules of origin. A product qualifies for preferential

treatment under NAFTA if it passes one of the following five

tests:

i. The product is wholly obtained or produced in the ter-

ritory of one or more of the member countries.

ii. The product is produced entirely in the territory of

one or more of the Parties exclusively from originating

materials.

iii. If a product contains any materials not originating in

North America, it is classified as a North American good

if each non-originating material undergoes a change

in tariff classification caused by production that occurs

entirely within Canada, Mexico, or the United States.

NAFTA defines the required change by reference to

changes in the Harmonized Tariff Schedule (HTS). The

HTS is an international standard that harmonizes tariff

nomenclature worldwide. It classifies products accord-

ing to a hierarchical framework that reflects increasing

degrees of technical sophistication and economic effort.
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The type and degree of change required depends on the

type of product.

iv. If a non-originating part does not qualify under the

change in tariff classification test because the tariff

heading for it and the product crossing the border is

the same, the product can still be treated as originating

in North America if it meets the required regional value

content test.

v. If a good fails all of the above tests, the product will

be classified as North American if the non-originating

material is de minimis – that is, less than 7 percent of the

transaction value (price) or total cost of the good.

There are three cases in which a good that qualifies for North

American origin can be disqualified from preferential treat-

ment. First, the good is disqualified if after qualifying, it

undergoes further processing outside North America. Sec-

ond, mere dilution with water or another substance that

does not materially alter the characteristics of the product

does not count as a qualifying operation. Finally, any good

undergoing any process, work, or pricing practice aimed at

circumventing NAFTA’s rules of origin is disqualified from

preferential treatment.
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Chapter 5

5.1 Welfare Analysis

Given the quasi-linear form of the aggregate utility function,

welfare analysis can be conducted using the standard surplus

measures.

World welfare = W

= � j

(
Aj Qj − Q2

j /2
) − c� j Q j

= � j

(
(Aj − c )Q j − Q2

j /2
)

Therefore,

dW

d Qj
= ((Aj − c ) − Q j ) > 0, using (Aj − c ) > Qj

From (3), (4), and (5), it is easy to see that Q j is decreasing in

tariffs; therefore, welfare increases with an increase in each

Q j . We, therefore, have welfare being maximized at global

free trade.

5.2 Derivation of (8) and (9)
Consider the incentives for country X. Expanding the terms

in (7) gives us

(
B

qx
x

)2 + (
B

qx
y

)2
>

(
qx

x

)2 + (
qx

y

)2
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This reduces to

(
B

qx
x + qx

x

)(
qx

x − Bqx
x

)
<

(
B

qx
y + qx

x

)(
B

qx
y − qx

y

)

From (2), we have

qx
x −B qx

x = ny

n + 1
t and Bqx

y − qx
y = 1 + ny + nz

n + 1
t

Substituting these into the previous expression, we get con-

dition (8); (9) can be entirely analogously derived.

5.3 Numerical Example
Example: Let nx = ny = nz = 1. (10) and (11) can be rewrit-

ten as

2αx < 6αy − 6t

and

2αy < 6αx − 6t

Let αx = αy/2. The conditions translate into αy > 6t
5 and αy >

6t , both of which clearly hold if αy > 6t .

5.4 Loci in Figure 5.1
To verify that the loci YY and XX shift in the manner indi-

cated in Figure 5.1, note that (10), with equality, could be
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rewritten as

αy > αx f (nz) + q(nz)

where f ′(nz) < 0. This proves that the slope of XX shifts in

the manner indicated. Also, (10) implies that with a larger

nz, the righthand side increases. Therefore, ceteris paribus for

(10) to hold with equality, αx has to increase. Therefore, XX

shifts lower as shown.

5.5 Trade Diversion
To see that a larger number of firms from Z , nz, im-

plies greater trade diversion, note that from (2), X’s ini-

tial volume of imports from Z equals nz

n+1(αx − (1 + nx)t).

The volume of imports with a bilateral arrangement =
nz

n+1(αx − (1 + nx + xy)t). Thus, volume of trade diverted =
nynz

n+1 t , which is increasing in nz.

5.6 Numerical Example
Let Ax = Ay = 10 and Az = 10. Let c = 5 and nx = ny = nz =
1. Instead of assuming that producer profits exclusively de-

termine government decisions, let us assume that govern-

ments maximize a weighted welfare function of the form

W = 0.45(CS + TR) + 0.55(PS )
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where CS ,TR, and PS denote consumer surplus, tariff

revenues, and producer surplus, respectively. Initial (non-

discriminatory) tariffs can be derived by assuming that gov-

ernments maximize the welfare function while taking the

other countries’ tariffs as given. Numerically simulating

the model for the parameter values mentioned previously,

we get initial tariff tx = ty = 1.8 and tz = 1.8. Also, initial

(weighted) welfare levels are Wx = Wy = 5.07 for X and

Y , respectively. With bilateral tariff reductions between X

and Y , the welfare levels are BWx = BWy = 6.13. With global

free trade, MWx = MWy = MWz = 5.74. Although all three

countries would have reduced tariffs multilaterally (because

MWx > Wx ,MWy > Wy and MWz > Wz), once the bilateral ar-

rangement is in place, X and Y would clearly not want to

reduce tariffs multilaterally against Z (because MWx < BWx

and MWy < BWy).
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